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the President Taft Passed Through States Attorney Wayman Calls Says He Deserves Great Credit
It a Most Flagrant Case of

University 'Town
Today.

in

Flagging.

Beverly, Mass., June 29. President!
Cambridge, Mass., June 29 TheoTaft arrived at his summer home at tlore Roosevelt, Harvard 'SO, today
9:50 this morning.
participated with his fellow class-- l
Roosevelt and Taft to Meet.
mates
of '80 in a celebration of the
Beverly, Mass., June 29. President
Taft and Colonel Roosevelt will meet thirtieth anniversary of their gradua-,that Bergess Point tomorrow. Whether tion. With Colonel Roosevelt at Har--!
Governor Hughes, who was at Cam- vard were also Governor Hughes of
bridge today for the Harvard com- .New York, and J. Pierpont Morgan,
mencement exercises, will participate both of whom were to be given honis not certain. It is understood that orary degrees.
For a brief period alSenator Lodge, wiho is to entertain so, President Taft was in Cambridge.
Colonel Roosevelt at his home
at as the train on which he was iournev- Nahant tonight, will accompany his ling to Beverly passed through a
to Beverly.
tion of the university town.

Statehood
Fight.

That "His Imperial and Royal HighChicago, June 29. The jury which
has been considering the case against ness, E.nperor William of Germany,"
State Representative Iee O'Nifll apparently made the greatest "hit"
Brown for bribery in connection with with Colonel Theodore Roosevelt dure
election of United States Senator ing his '"roundup" of the courts of
aisagreea ana voted no ver- Europe recently is the opinion of a
dict" today and was discharged.
It
is understood that the jury stood sev- number of Rough Riders who had the
en for conviction and five for acquittal. privilege of sitting near Teddy at a
The jury had been out since Friday banquet given in New York shortly
afternoon.
after Mr. Roosevelt's return to this
Took Twenty-fou- r
Ballots.
Chicago, June 29. Later it was an- country. At this banquet only Rough
nounced that the jury took twentv- - Riders were present and all newspa- four ballots, standing eight to four ' per men and even personal friends of
j
for conviction throughout.
NEW TRIAL IS
j EXPERTS WILL DISCUSS
the President were rigorously excludDENIED DR. HYDE..
SCIENTIFIC FARMING
Flagged the Jury.
ed in order that a heart to heart talk
Chicago, 111., June 29. State's At
t
might be had with the colonel.
He Was Convicted on May 16 of Pois- Modern Methods of
sensation
torney
created
a
Wayman
Tillage to Be Ex
From what could be gathered from
'
by declaring to the newspaper men
oning Colonel Swope, the
plained at Congress at Spokane
accounts of the banquet today when a
that the jury had been packed. "This number
in October.
of Rough Riders came back, inis the most flagrant case of jury
former Governor Curry and
cluding
Kansas City, Mo., June 29. Dr. B.
ing I have ever seen," he said. "It Major Fred
29. Rovd
Walla Walla. June
Muller, Mr. Roosevelt
seem that tnese court rooms are
C. Hyde convicted on May 16, on the Doty, head of the
portant factor.
League would
never tired talking of his visit with
to
make
to
constructed
it
flag
easy
charge of poisoning Colonel Thomas m the state of Washington, and Will-Notaries Public Appointed.
Emperor William, the great soldier
Swope, the millionaire philanthropist, iam J. Herwig, superintendent of the Juries and this case is a good
who is said to be a man after RooseGovernor Mills today appointed the
was
from
The
jury
packed
denied a new trial by Judge Lat- league in Idaho, declare that both ample.
velt's own heart.
following notaries public: Mrs. Ella
shaw in the criminal court this morn- - commonwealths will be "drv" before, tne start- - Notwithstanding the state- ' The emperor is said to have told
Gillespie, Colmor, Colfax county; Will.
i
rr.u
atnnil
i
nf
inrors
that
opvpral
thpv
r
;.j
nipnt
uu
me uiune ui inn
un, 1 iie wi nn-'"
iam D. Wasson of Estancia, Torrance
jlr Roosevelt that he and his Ken- also that the province of British Co-- , eight to
Motion for Arrest of Judgment.
county.
Kansas City, June 29.- -A motion for lumbla will be saloonless within a; out Mr. Wayman declared that the w
R
R
Headquarters and Agents Changed.
arrest
of judgment was immediately few 'ears' ad(ling tnat then the only Jury at one time stood eleven to
ComThe Burro Mountain Copper
Germany
uc
9
wu..
uw it takes three
uuruer ui uie siaie win k uic
Died and the court set next Tuesday;
a
to
soldier
pany today filed with Territorial Secyears
get
that men had been signalas the time for arguing the point. Pacific ocean. They expect the
retary Nathan Jaffa a certificate
properly drilled to go to the front,"
from
windows
ot
the
the
a
make
to
but
hard
interests
ing
jurors
fight,
When this is disposed of the matter
Colonel Roosevelt
changing its headquarters from Silver
emperor
of an appeal to the supreme court and j believe that no candidate for the leg- - a hotel across the street from the
ted t0,d the Kaiser th the
City to Leopold and appointing James
court
a
criminal
chance
will
islature
take
building,
against
motion to release Dr. Hyde on bond
T. Hall, New Mexico agent.
Rough Riders knew what they had to
the voters. Mr. Doty says that the!
will be taken up
do and did it, having led a life where
Capitalization Increased.
league needs nine senators to win 'JOHNSON IS FAVOR- The Homestake Mining and Develwere trained to adapt themselves
i
ITE
IN AUSTRALIA. they
this year, while Mr. Herwig claims
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
opment Company today filed a certifto
circumstances
and make the most
100 saloons are left in Idaho
icate of increase of stock with TerriRECORDS EARTHQUAKE. that only
of
opportunity.
23
16
are
where
of the
counties
dry. Nevada's Governor Will See Jeffries
torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, increas"We had a splendid time," said GovBoise is the only one of the 13 cities
Box This Afternoon
Bets
ernor Curry, "and all of the boys are
ing the capitalization of the company
a Great Distance in the state
It
Was
of
Apparently
a
Favor Jeff,
having
population
from $150,000 to $500,000. The headwent to New York to welFrom the National Capital
more than 500 that is in the "wet" col-Victoria, B. C, June 29. Arrivals glad they
quarters of"' the company are at Silver
However.
he said, adding "and 250,000 of, from Australia which yesterday in- - come Colonel Roosevelt for we were
City.
treated royally.
Bob Fitzsimmons,
Washington, June 29. An earttti-quak- the estimated population of 300,000 eluded
Tommy
Falling Off in Incorporations.
"Mr. Roosevelt seems in the best of
a
distance
in
Bill
The
and
Burns
live
great
news
apparently
league
Lange bring the
"dry" territory.
While last quarter saw the largest
and if he has serious throat
health
at
was
recorded
from
to
will
endeavor
Washington
get the next legisla-- ' that Jack Johnson is the favorite
number of incorporations on record
trouble there was little evidence of it.
this
amone
to
all
th
Australian
outlaw
morning.
ture
fnllnwors
Georgetown
saloons.';
fip'ht
University
of
over
for any quarter and a turning
11 is true he has gained
weight and
They say that betting odds are six to
about $7,000 in fees, the quarter that
has to exercise vigorously to keep it
in
black
five
the
wafavor.
low
champion's
touches
will close this week,
down.
Nevada's Sporty Governor.
ter mark and fees collected of only
Statehood Bill.
Reno, June 29. Yielding to en
about $2,000.
Discussing
politics Mr. Curry said
his
counsellors
treaties
of
and
District Court.
friends,
Jeffries called off his boycott on box- - that New Meico may well feel proud
In the district court for Torrance
approaching statehood and added:
ing today and has agreed to get into ot
countv. suit was filed today by the
action this afternoon for the special " We are SlnS to Set statehood this
Estancia Lumber Company vs. S. V, NAVAL
edification of Governor
Dickerson, time and no mistake. We all ought to
Cochrane on a promissory note. Judg
has
his
who
to the be glad of it for this is a great boon
return
delayed
ment for $140.18 Is asked.
By the Governor.
to
state
watch
fellow for New Mexico. A great share of
the
big
capita!
Tax Collections.
To the People of the Territory of New Mexico:
the credit for getting statehood, it is
out.
woi'k
FOUND
Traveling Auditor Charles V. SafI, the undersigned, Governor of New Mexico, in accordance with the
well to remember, goes by right to the
his
Jim
'unruly
and
Corbett,
charge,
that up to June 1,
ford announces
'
provisions of an act of Congress entitled:
Hon. H. O. Bursum. WTiy- - Because
will
box
therefore
and
four
between
cent
there lhad been collected 64.4 per
"An Act to enable the people of New Mexico to form a constiwas Mr. Bursum, as every one knows,
it
five
this
how
afternoon,
although
just
of taxes on the 1909 duplicate. Luna
tution and state government and be admitted into the Union on
w
Female
ho
Their
rounds
knows.
90
nailed the statehood, separate
The
Companion
govof
many
nobody
county leads with collections
an equal footing with the original states; and to enable the peo- statehood
ernor
Johnis
enjoyed
plank, into the Republican
Sandoval
while
greatly
watching
county
cent,
in
the
per
Also Met Death
ple of Arizona to form a constitution and state government and be
son yesterday. "The work of the ne-- ' platform and thus put it up to the
lowest with 44.5 per cent. The other
Union on an equal footing
the
with the original
admitted
into
Waves
gro was a revelation," said the gover-- ' party to redeem that pledge. And
counties have collected as follows:
States,"
nor
this morning. "I never knew that right royally did Mr. Taft, Mr. Hitch-- a
Colfax
Chaves
56.9;
Bernalillo 56.4;
which Act was approved June 20, A. D., 1910, do hereby order an election
man
of Johnson's size could be so cock, and all of the friends of New
67.9; Curry 59.1; Dona Ana 71.7; Eddy
to be held on Tuesday, the 6tlh day of September, A. D., 1910, to choose one
wonderfully clever in defending him- - Mexico work for redeeming this
68.8; Grant 83.6; Guadalupe 49.1; Lin TRIPLE TRAGEDY IN ANNAPOLIS hundred (100) delegates to form a constitutional convention for said Terriself. When I complimented him on pledge. I am not seeking credit for
coln 44.7; McKmley 62.5; Mora OS-- ;
tory, for the purpose of framing a constitution for the proposed State of his
ability as a boxer, he said. 'Mr. efforts in this line. It is but proper to
Otero 85.1: Quay 55.5; Rio Arriba 60;
New Mexico.
Roosevelt 58.2; San Juan 67; San Ml Trio Went Out for a Sail and
I further specify and announce, in accordance with the requirements of Governor, I would like to box with give credit to those from New Mexico
some time to show you how easy wij0 helped the cause and in this con-i- t
guel 67.7; Santa Fe 57.2; Sierra 60.6;
said Act that the Governor, Chief Justice, and Secretary of said Territory, you
Swim in the Briny
is.'
I promptly assured him if we nection Delegate Andrews
60.3;
Torrance
Taos
55;
deserves
Socorro 64.8;
did on the 28th day of June, A. D., 1910, apportion the said delegates to be
were ever matched by some designing praise or trre
Deep.
for
made
he
Union 65.2; Valencia 56.4.
fight
acsteady
selected, equitably among the several counties of said Territory in
Reauisition Issued.
cordance with the voting population as shown by the vote cast at the person, the match would be officially statehood as the representative of
declared off at once."
29. The election for
Governor Mills, upon application of
New Mexico at Washington and so
June
Md.,
Annapolis,
Delegate in Congress in said Territory in the year A. D., 190cS,
Mora
of
G.
Nason
M.
Roy,
Apparently Jeffries' grouch had dis- - doeg Governor Mills, whose appear-appeare- d
S.
E.
Holly
bodies of Midshipman
and that the number of delegates apportioned to each county was as
Attorney
this morning. He frisked ance in Washington at the proper time
county, today issued requisition pa- and G. E. Thomas, and Mrs. Joseph
a.uuuu vviiu nib auSs auu imauy biari- pers for A. G. Shutt, in custody in Bowyer, who left the Naval Academy
nf
8 Quay .
5 ed on a six mile walk. Jeffries' work
Oklahoma, and wanted in Roy on the lor a sail on the bay yesterday, were Bernalillo
true
is
there was some dif
that
It
4 Rio Arriba
6 tomorrow probably will be the last of
charge of issuing bogus checks to the recovered this morning near a place Chaves . .
of
ference
among the repre- opinion
6
3 the long training siege.
.
Roosevelt .
The "drying!
amount of $750. A Colfax county offi where the boat was found anchored. I Colfax . .
MOvi
uhn were
fat.
2 Sandoval .
2 out" process will then begin
.
John- Curry
cer will go to Oklahoma and present is
drownwas
before
the state- that the party
Washlngton just
Kn
4 San Juan .
nunfn
HiJ Tlrt- Krtv thin
.nf
Dona Ana
u
the papers to Governor Haskell, and ed supposed
?uu
These
was
measure
while bathing, as Mrs. Bowyer was
i'u".hood
through.
put
2 San Mienel .
9 in nine miles on the road at a pace
to bring back with him Shutt, should
had on Eddy . ..
to the
as
and
suit
a
were
in
differences
dressed
largely
bathing
4
5 which tested the endurance of
his
Santa Fe
the requisition be honored by Okla1tf SOT1 V9 9 JL IKVir fiWilll- - Grant . .
1r.r,rr .lfiab
feasibility of passing the Senate or
4 Sierra
2 trainers to the utmost.
uaaalUDe
homa's executive.
and
swim
could
well,
Thomas
but
mer,
the House bill. But now that we have
3
RE5
PRESIDENT
Lincoln .
Socorro
UNIVERSITY
Betting Favors Jeffries.
is presumed the latter met death j
statehood
it
coming to us, there is noth1 Taoa
4
SIGNS.
Chicago, June 29. Louis Houseman
kuna
two.
these
save
the
other
to
while
discussing
trying
1 Torrance
3 a former sporting
writer, announced
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy Mrs. Bowyer's husband was Juliu3 "
.
all
w
5 Union
4 today that he had $10,000 to be placed
Mora
a member of the board of regents of
tttV qqI anI
.
i
i
of
the
commandant
son
the
of
3 Valencia
3 at one to ten that Johnson will not Pul our
the University of New Mexico at Al- Bowyer, who died two
Otero
years ago.
that Xew Iexico
academy,
answer the call of "time" for the sev-;se- e
the
affirmed
report
I
therefore
and
that
direct
the
of
today
each
electors
specify
shall,
buquerque,
county
and
Set a &ood constitution Office
relhad
enth
round
of
Rev.
the
E.
at
said
number
of delegates apportioned to such counthat
McQueen Gray
big fight.
election, choose the
STATES
UNITER
ANOTHER
SeeKlllg Can cuiue aneiwaiuB.
as aforesaid.
signed as president of the University
SENATOR IS DYING. ty The
mleu ahiit?
MANY WERE DROWNED
on account of the ill health of his
said Act of Congress requires that such election for delegates
TV V, '
IN KENTUCKY CLOUDBURST. ' ed au over me co.u"uy
wife demanding her residence at a
be held and conducted, the returns made, and the certificates of pershall
Suffers Cerebral sons
Hams, a former civil service commlsrnna.
SaiWviiiP
ifv
low altitude. He also affirmed that Daniels of Virigina,
elected to such convention issued, as nearly as may be, in the same
Fol
Total
for
the
Paralsis
a
candidate
be
would
sioner
Hemorrhage
UniCnc-aof
the
bodies have been recovered already
manner as is prescribed by the laws of the Territory regulating elections
J. Craig, president
lowing No Hope for Recovery,
therein of members of the legislature existing at the time of the last from Licking river following a cloud-- ; Senate from New Mexico Mr, Curry
versity of Montana, would come to Aloena
Washington, u. L., June
nf BaiH mtmihor!! f th leeislat,,
burst along its headwaters yesterday, said that Mr. Williams was an able
t,io;r,c nf
i,(. v,Q
buquerque to meet with the regents
as
who
of
Daniel
W.
VIriginia,
tor
John
s;id look over the situation, prelim
lawg n aU respectS) includlng the qualifications of electors and registra-wa- 3 It is reported that many other lives and popular young man, but that
.Buffer- now
ne
nas
today,
iesmem.D
Knows
Lynchburg,
at
tar
Va,
he
offered
presito
were
the
his
were
to
said
election
as
shall
lost.
houses
Twenty-sibe
the
being
tion,
applicable
therein provided for; and
inary
to live
par-dency, if an agreement is reached. He ed a cerebral hemorrhage, total con- - tne said lawg Qf said Territory regulating elections provide that it shall be washed away. The Licking river is In Arizona where he expects
his
account
His
of
on
- for some time
reresulting.
of
Doctor
apparently
Craig,
alysis
bodies
flood
above
the
of
the
boards
The
highly
the
of
tlhe
very
county
commissioners
duty
of
point.
spoke
respective counties,
j
ne
owner
wnere
ana
is
is
the
oi
dition
grave.
built
had
up
who in a few years
sjxty (60) days before any general election held in said Territory for covered include Mr. and Mrs. Gayart healtn,
"
Tucson Citizen. Mr. Curry seemed to
members of the legislative assembly, to appoint boards of registration and child.
University of Montana from a small
SUIMAN
A
WHISKY
WEALTHY
tlhe
most
of
one
to
of
and
take, no stock in the rumor of Mr.
importm
for the several precints
their respective counties, I call the
foundation
DAY AFTER WEDDING, tention of said boards of county commissioners
Williams' candidacy for the Senate.
HOLMES GETS OFF WITH
ant educational institutions of the
to the necessity of
June 29. Max lng sucn boards of registration at their
Pa.,
To Stay In New Mexico.
A FINE OF $5,000.
northwest.
meetings to be held on the 5th
Mr. Curry made it quite plain that
Rosenburg, wealthy distiller of this day 0j jujy A D ( 1910
Arizona Issued Call for Election.
Washington. June 29. Edward S.
Done at the Executive office this 'the 29th day of June, A. D., 1910.
Governor Mills has received the off- city was found dead in his rooms
Holmes, Jr., former associate statisti-- , he Intends to live in New Mexico and
Witness my hand and the Great Seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
icial call of Governor Sloan of Ari- with a bullet hole in his right temple, j
cian of the department of agriculture, any rumors pf his probable appoinc-indicte- d
to a '.post in the Philippine
zona for the election for delegates to Rosenburg killed himself the authori- in 1905 for misconduct in
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
which lies oeiieve. nuocuumg wan uiiuucu jtjy me uovernor;
the constitutional convention
fice in connection with the "cotton island, where he has business
i
Pittsbure and
NATHAN JAFFA,
will be held on September 12, almost Tuesday night in
leak," today plead guilty,
wife
here.
his
a week later than New Mexico.
Mexico.
and was fined (5,000 which he paid. I
(Continued on Page Eight.)
brought
Secretary of New

There was a meeting of governors
in the executive office this forenoon
when Governor Mills, and
Curry and Otero and Attorney
General Frank W. Clancy met and
talked over the proclamation for the
call of delegates to the constitutional
convention and other matters.
said emphatically
Curry
that the credit for the passage of the
.statehood bill belongs primarily to
'president Taft and that in the second
Postmaster General Frank
place,
Hitchcock had much to do with it.
"Governor Mills, too, by reason of his
official position and friendship with
President Taft, bad more to do with it
than appears on the surface," said the
Friends of
Curry know also that Curry's pres
ence in Washington where he has
friends on both
many influential
sides of the party fence, was an im-

.

Washington, June 29. Decisions
handed down by the interstate commerce commission in what is popular
ly known as the Pacific Coast cases,
affect freight rates on all transcontinental lines operating between
the Atlantic and Pacific. The cases
were heard last autumn by the commission on its six weeks' trip to the
Pacific coast and the intermountain
territory. The cases are of immense
importance, not only to the railroads
but to the shipping public, and the
commission prepared the opinions
with the greatest care. In every instance reductions in rates complained
of were made, and in some instances
they amounted to nearly fifty per cent.
The famous "back haul" rates applying to Spokane, Reno and other interior points are among the cases decided. The Spokane rate case lhas
been before the commission in some
form or other for several years. The
following cases were decided Spo
kane, rate case, the rates being "unreasonable and excessive," and just
and reasonable rates were established. The Reno case, applying to class
and commodity rates from Sacramen
to to points between Reno and Cecil
rates
Reasonable
Junction, Utah.
were prescribed. The Portland, "back
haul" case, involving rates from Seattle, Tacoma and Portland to points
and Idaho.
in Washington, Oregon,
The rates were found unreasonable. A
reduction of twenty per cent was or
dered.
Sweeping Reductions.
Washington, June 29. On class
freight rates from eastern points to
Phoenix, Arizona, the reductions ap
orproximately of thirty per cent are
tereastern
rates
from
Class
dered.
ritory to Nevada points are defined
and materially lower rates are order
ed.
From Mississippi river transier
points to Utah common points a reduction of eighteen per cent is ordered.
Railrods Ask for Rehearing.
Washington, D. C, June 29. A peti
tion for a reharing fas filed in the
tosupreme court of the United States
the
in
involved
railroads
the
day by
Missouri river rate cases.
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THE

Wheat
Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Old

THE THIEF.

outheast Corner Plaza,

anta Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

J

503E3S5E?

9Bi

AP

SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.
MANUFACTURER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
OF WORK UN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
1

AOfi OANON

SANTA FE, N, M,

Q

ROAD

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
UArH.KHT
PICTURE

130

FRAMING

IOC
14.3

BED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PA LACK
A VK
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

f

.

f

.

LEO

HERS

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and. Seeds

5.
1

MEXICAN HATS
if.

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

Doc-

CURED HER SCALP AND
MADE HAIR GROW AGAIN

Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hail's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this Gth day of De-

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
4

Two

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles

EVERY THREAD WOOL
Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.

FROM

$

iALL

PRICKS

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

00 Saved on
C7
tn
iv Lp i . Fverv Suit.

00

.

-

rf

Look over the line and pick out
these high grade money savers
POB219

PHONE

36

FIRST QUALITY TOOLS
SEE
OUR

(Continued

S E.

Corner of Plaza.

I

T

J

COCK

tJr

UFO

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but

aggre-vat-

e

the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper If you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business In this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

Eh0e
If it's Hardware
iiu. n.

WP.9Sr.?XIS W
nunununc u.

k t ,
v--

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

I

g

Steam Coal.

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
.

hone
jjo, 14

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

SlKZFl.riZt
85

..

ig

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demnnd anAbstract Ho you kiow whether
you have an absolute title to the property whioh vou now own?

As

on Page Eight.)

ADsracts oi Title, TUC CflWTA CC JtDCTDJIPT
Furnished by
mil unmn i u

Doctors' Prescriptions.
It has been proved over and over
again that the doctors of this country
freely prescribe proprietary medicines
in Latin for their patients until they
are advertised to the public, after
which time they consider it a duty to
cember, A. D. 1886.
immediately condemn the very same
A. W. GLEASOX,
(Seal.)
medicine, not because the preparation
is any less valuable, but because it is
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken in- not '.'ethical" to prescribe an advertis
ternally, and acts directly on the ed medicine. There are, however,
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys- many physicians of recognized standtem. Send for testimonials free.
and successful
ing broad-mindeto
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
to
continue
prescribe such
enough
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
standard remedies as Lydia E. Pink-ham'- s
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- Vegetable Compound, which
i
stipation.
they know to be good.

nuuinnui,

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N, M

Realty- & Insu- ranee Agency

Tel Blacb 76
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DIAMONDS
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C. YOUTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

S!8H!J!!S

Right
Right Service

d
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
Any one using brooms can afford
county, ss:
Electric Suction Cleaner. Phone us
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he and our representative will eaii and
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. explain. S. F. Water & Light Co.

J;

'

Making It All Fall Out

tors Could Not Stop the Trouble
Niece Advised Using Cuticura.

To-da-

International Stock Food
i

CUT1CURA

"My mother used to have a very bad
Death cf Former Postmaster at Day- humor
on her head which the doctors
ton Dr. .1. B. Heck, former postmas- called an eczema, and for it, 1 had two
ter, aged Co years, died at Dayton, Ed- different doctors. Her head was very
sore and her hair nearly all fell out
dy county, of tuberculosis.
of what they both did. One
in
Held in Five Thousand Dollar Bond dayspite
her niece came in to see her and
M. R. Smith, the alleged Carrizozo
tbey were speaking of how her hair waa
out and the doctors did it no
train robber, was held for U. S. dis- falling She
says, ' Aunt, why don't you
trict court at Alainogordo in $5,000 good.
try Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointbond.
ment?' Mother did and they helped
Rio Grande Out of Its Banks Santa her, so sho soon began bathing with the
Soap and anointing with the
Fe train No. 10 from the south was Cuticura
Cuticura Ointment, and in six months'
delayed at Rincon yesterday on ac- time the itching, burning and scaling
count of a flood which came down the of her head was over and her hair began
y
she feels very much
Rio Grande. The river was out of its growing.
in debt to Cuticura Soap and Ointment
banks and had flooded the lowlands.
for the fine head cf hair she has for
years old.
District Court at Las Vegas Dis- an" eld lady seventy-fou- r
to my own ca e, mine was
In
regard
to
is
San
for
trict court
Miguel county
It wasin
aneczemasomethinglikehrrs.
reconvene at Las Vegas on Friday, my feet. As soon .is the cold weather
with Judge John R. McFie who will re- came my feet would itch and burn and
they would crack open and bleed.
turn tonight from Tierra Amarilla, then
Then I thought I would flee to my
mother's friends, Cuticura Soap and Cutipresiding.
Killed By Switch Engine P. J. Nee cura Ointment. I did for tour or five
and now my feet are as smooth
was killed by being run over by a winters
as any one's. Ellsworth Dunham, Hiram,
switch engine in the Santa Fe yards Me., Sept. 30, 11)09. "
at Albuquerque yesterday. Both arms
were cut off and his skull fractured What Barnum Said of Cuticura.
He lived for 20
in several places.
P. T. Barnum, the famous circus man,
minutes after the accident. Nee was once wrote: " I have had the Cuticura
Remedies
25 years of age and came to Albuqueramong the contents of my
medicine chest with my shows for the
from
Texas.
Sherman,
que recently
last three seasons, and I can cheerfully
Doctor E. McQueen Gray to Resign certify that they were very effective in
which called for their use." j
Report from Albuquerque has it that every caseExterna!
and Internal Treatment tof
Complete
Dr. E. McQueen Gray will resign the Every
Humor of Infants. Children and Adults consists of Cuticura 8op (25c ) to Cleanse the Skin.
New
of
of
the
University
presidency
Cuticura Ointment 50e to Heal the Skin and Cutl- cura Kesolvcnt (50c), (or In the form ol Chocolate
Mexico at Albuquerque and will be sucCoated Pills. 25c per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Bold throughout tbe world
Potter Drug Chem.
ceeded by Dr. Oscar j. Craig, presiCorp .Sole Prons 135 Columbus Ave .Boston, Mass
ear Mailed Free,
dent of the University of Aiontana.
Cuticura Book on Skin
Mr. Gray's resignation is said to have Diseases, and Ibeir Spteily, Economical Traalment,
been prompted by the illness of Mrs.
Gray which demands a lower altitude
for her residence than Albuquerque.
CITY TOPICS
Tell some deserving Rheumatic sufS8BBBBMBW
ferer, that there is yet one simple way
to certain relief. Get Dr. Snoop's
book on Rheumatism and a free trial X
Denver, Colo., June 29. The SS
test. This book will make it entirely S forecast is fair weather tonight
clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly ? and Thursday except Local X
killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Rem-- 1 S showers in southeast portion JS
SS
edy liquid or tablets. Send no money. X tonight.
The test is free. Surprisi some dis- SSSSSSS3S35S?S$;SSJSSSi
heartened sufferer by first getting for
Get in Early and enjoy a laugh. See
him the book from Dr. Shoop, Racine, "Down With Women" at the Elks toWis. Scld by Stripling Burrows Co.
night.
Governor Mills Will Speak at Las
NOTICE.
Vegas Governor Mills has accepted
All persons are herewith forbidden an invitation to make an address at
to enter upon the lands of the Santa the Santa FeTrail celebration at Las
Fe Water and Light Company for the Vegas on July 4.
purpose of fishing in the large reserWe clean your house thoroughly
voir of said company, this notice bewithout removing anything, with exing given under Section 4, Chapter 83, perienced men who understand the
of the Session Laws of 1909, which
business, for the small price of one
provides that '"it shall be unlawful for dollar an hour. S. F. Water &
Light
any person to enter upon said perm-ise- s Co.
or enclosure for the purpose of
Well, it's one big continuous laugh
hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure from
start to finish at the Elks' thesuch
any birds, animals or fish within
ater
tonight. Ask your friends who
enclosure or pasture at any time withsaw
the
pictures last night; they will
or
owner
out the permission of such
les
how they enjoyed them.
tell
you
see, and any person violating the pro
Still Cool Here The weather here
visions of this section shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon is still cool the maximum yesterday
conviction thereof shall be punished having been only 74 degrees while the
by a fine of not less than $50 nor minimum was twenty degrees lower.
more than $100 or by imprisonment The humidity, however, was very iith
for not less than thirty days or more for Santa Fe, having been 82 per cent.
than sixty days, or by both such fine There was 0.12 of an inch of rain in
and imprisonment in the discretion of precipitation for the 24 hours ending
at 6 o'clock this morning. There was
the court.'
FRANK OWEN,
lightning and a thunderstorm with
Santa.
and
Fe
Water
Light showers in the afternoon. A year ago
Manager
today the maximum was 82 and the
Company.
minimum 55 with 82 per cent of
1910.
N.
Santa Fe,
M., June 20,
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Spitz

EVERY DESCRIPTION

FINE

Itching, Scaling Scalp Humor was

arrest him, for he took
How shall
away my Spring
Took away my April 'neath his
cloak of steaming rain.
Though he left his Summer and a
choir of birds that sing,
Nothing will content me; for I want
my Spring again.

inter Grocery Co.

PHONE

10

I

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

BLACK

rain-gra- y

eyes?
He robbed nie of my happiness before 1 knew its worth;
He stole into my garden and took
it by surprise
"When midnight hid his wicked ways
upon the sleeping earth.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

S.

the rascal with the

74 OWES

HEAD OF

(By Helen Hay AYhitney in Collier's.)

Did you see

Bobolink

CALL

IT

DULY R0U1D UP.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1910.

SI

MEXICAN FILIGREE
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Eyes Tested and

if
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i

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 S3n Francisco St.
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the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigijance" is our
i
Ue 1IUI1VI J UUI lllUCIIl CII1U
uvu vu Ul IIUVIIIVJ JVWl pi
llljiiviik
jp(vi
iVVUlVHVVVI
at ZOOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed bv satisfactory"
f
I results.
1.1
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DANGER IN DELAY.

HOUGH RIDERS

Too Dangerous
Kidney Diseases Are
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.

Proved
One Round of Pleasure
for Gallant Men

--

ease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which ONEROOSEVELTWASDEUBHTED
has cured people right here in Santa

Fe.

San-

Albino Ortega, College street,
M., says: "I am very grateful for the benefits I have received
eral years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for
me to do work on account of pains
across my loins and quick movement
was
aggravated my trouble. My rest to
disturbed by a too frequent desire
the kidneys secretions and the passPublic
ages were scanty and painful.
who
local
people
statements given by
wit
had used Doan's Kidney Pills
to try them. I

tne

United
New York, sole agents for the
Doan's

and

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Ros-weAutomobile leaves Vaughn for
Rosat
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives
leaves
Automobile
m.
3:30
p.
well at
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
an arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
ll

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecoa Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatfor. of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers'and Instructors, all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard
heated, light
furnished,
buildings, thoroughly

No drudgery of coal and
ashes; no stooping to get at
the oven : no smoke, no dust.
no odor just good cooking
with greater fuel economy.
Irons and water in wash- boiler always hot. The

Higgins.

found relief Tight away and Dy was
back
time I had used one box my are now
free from pain. My kidneys feel dein a normal condition and I
I
cidedly better in every respect.
powcurative
the
in
faith
have great
ers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
Buffalo,
Co.,
Foster-Milbur- n
cents
Remember the name
take no other.

' ,.ir?r H

Tribute to Captain Fred Muller
by Thaddeus

ta Fe, N.

StEt6S

-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wett Point of th 8outhwit
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

BAKES bread, pie and cake
bakes them perfectly all through,
and browns them appetizingly.
ROASTS beef, poultry and game
with a steady heat, which preserves the rich natural flavor.
BROILS steaks and chops makes
them tender and inviting.
TOASTS bread, muffini, crack
ers ana cneese.

Six Days' Reunion

dis-

diabetes and Brighfs

New Mexico Military Institute

Toasts

STORMNEW YORK

The great danger of kidney troubles
is that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Health
Backache,
i3 gradually undermined.
lameness,
headache, nervousness,

soreness,

Bakes-Roasts-Broils--

PAGE THREE.

31.

Roosevelt's Rough Riders met in
reunion, in New York City, during the
six days of June lsth to the 2:ird. In
fact the Rough Riders had the freedom of the city, while here. The reunion was intended to accord their
former colonel a real rough rider wel
come upon his return from Europe.
The reception and parade took
place on the ISth of June, the date of
The
return.
Colonel Roosevelt's
Rough Riders were the principal feature of the parade. Smartly uniformed in khaki and campaign hats, with
good lively mounts, they certainly
presented a grand military appear
ance. There were 110 Rough Rider of
ficers and men, who formed the escort
of honor to Colonel Roosevelt, and it
was quite noticeable the colonel was
proud of his boys, for they were the
most daring, gallant, and finest body
of cavalrymen that ever rode up
Broadway, or anywhere else.
When the parade ended, after a
march of six miles along Broadway
and Fifth avenue, the Rough Riders
formed two lines near the Central
Park entrance, at which place Colonel Roosevelt shook hands with every

lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

ed and modern
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Superintendent.

ok-sto- ve

SBaa

has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot
Drop shelves for the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled towel racks.
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish,
It has long turquoise-blu- e
riMfVi tV, ViricrVit Mn nf tVip. rriimnevs. makes the stove verv attrac
tive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the
2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.
CAUTIONARY

NOTE : Be sure you get this ftove

see that the

narae-jlat-

e

reids " NEW

(Hells Fargo & Company
TO

one-hal-

return a true bill, but on reconsidera- tion and obtaining further evidence,
although the two men had been dis- charged, they were rearrested and a
bill was returned. The case
continued,
An important case tried was that of
the Territory vs. Esueridion Olivas

Psrgo
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TKAVb,lvK&
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONkY UKDCK- Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
RSMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

charged with feloniously attemptin
to kill Mercedes Ferran and Willie
Ferran, her brother, while returning
in a buggy from church. Olivas, who
was drunk, stood upon a bridge crossing the Rio Puerco and claiming to be
firing: "at the air," shot at random and
the bullet passed immediately over the
nari nf Miss Ferran shattering; the
glass in the rear curtain of her buggy
The court, at the conclusion of the
testimony, on the motion of the defendant's attorney took from the jury
honor. The dining: room was protusethe
charge of assault with intent to
Telephone No 140 Red
ly decorated with flags and guidons
kill
and left for its consideration the
of the regiment; relics of the bpamsn-AinericaMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
charge of assault with a deadly
war; and trophies of the
weapon. After three hours delibera
Colonel's hunt in Africa, comprising
tion the jury returned a verdict of
of lion, elephant, and tiger heads.
stuiltv of assault with a deadly weapon
Like old comrades on the plains, ai
and
the defendaut was sentenced to
the ranch, or on the battlefield, Colonot less than 18 months nor more than
nel Roosevelt commingled chatted
of the gallant two years in the penitentiary
freelv. and shook hands with his men, characteristic feature
was musWife Beaters.
the
When
regiment
frequently calling some of them by captain.
for
property
the
Three
out,
government
persons
tered
charged with wife
De
to
so
was
delighted
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday name. He
returnwas
was
were
he
accountable,
one, who had com
which
tried,
beating
his boys, again,' he said, and
to Uncle Sam, in good or- mitted the same offense before and
Returns Thursday and Friday. with
him,
ed,
by
The
more."
"never enjoyed anything
served time in the pen for it, was tried
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop pninnel snoke for an hour on incidents der without loss. Captain Muller's
tor and again convicted. Juan Ortiz plead
and
caring
of
accounting
system
campaign,
to
the Santiago
relating
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
wah most comwas sentenced to an in
his African hunt, and the oversea voy government property a six months' euiltv and
23
Red
No.
term in the penitentiary,
Phone
determinate
considering
mendable,
Colo
World.
Old
the
from
age to and
sail- which was afterward modihed on tne
strenuous
constantly
campaign,
m
nel Roosevelt was so enthusiatsic
and fighting overland nathetic Dlea of the wife, who had
the reunion of his regiment, that he ing, marching
one of the most un- three children
the defendant, the
In
sea.
and
fact,
HACK
overstayed his schedule dinner time, usual occurrences ever known in war eldest of whom by
was seven years. The
two
hours.
about
From
time, when waste is the general rule, third also ulead guilty and was fined
Captain Frederick Muller, Rough Rider
but Captain Fred Muller, always loyal, $100 and costs and sentenced to the
Hero.
TAOS
BARRANCA
and brave, is the man to han- term of one year in the penitentiary,
honest
Colonel
When Captain Muller and
South
hut tho npnitentiarv sentence was
North
Both
Meets
Rnnseveit met. on June 18th, the Colo dle things just right.
HlUttlNS.
THADDEUS
suspended during good behavior.
Bounds Trains.
nel was so enthusiastically enwrapped
24, 1910.
June
New
York,
Cheer Taft and Andrews.
men,
of
his
on
of
arrival
the
in the pleasure
meeting
Leaves Barranca
On receipt of the news of the pass'
the north bound train and arrives at he joyfully embraced Captain Muller,
age of the statehood bill through the
nf Santa Fe. Addressing him as "My BIG DOCKET IN RIO
Taos at 7 p. m.
warrior
IS
shook his
CLEARED, Senate and House, a mass meeting
ARRIBA COUNTY
Ten miles shorter than any other Fritz," Roosevelt
nave
was that night held in the court house
it
so
might
strenuously,
way. Good covered hack and good captain
broncho
was crowded to the doors,
unbalanced a more stalwart
Over 70 Cases Disposed of at Tierra which
teams.
Mul- Resolutions
on
expressive of the grati
a
not
made
ripple
but
Wife
McFie
ride,
Amarilla by Judge
Tiling a.c.eto Males Ps-eang-- ei ler's steady bearing; that seniwradi-an- t
of
the
tude
people of Rio Arriba coun
Beaters Arraigned.
Comfortable.
ty were unanimously and enthusiastic
smile characteristic of Captain
Hon. Venceslao Jara-ally adooted.
Muller, still wore on. "It is so good Special to The New Mexican.
miio was elected chairman, Hon. T.
to meet my boys," Roosevelt said. "It
Tierra Amarilla, N. M., June 29.
D. Burns. B. C. Hernandez, B. A. Can- am
delighted."
is so fine, I
Court has adjourned and the distinsolSilviano Roi- Captain Muller was a trained
guished jurists and witnesses now are delaria,
he
before
bal,
secretaryjoined
dier, however, long
on their way home.
Addresses were made by Messrs
the Rough Riders, for he served in
The court practically disposed of all
GalRenehan,
The
old
regiment
General Carr's
business that was ready by, Saturday Jaramijo, McFie, Hernandez,indications
the
old
and
D.
Sena
arthe
in
good
Sixth
Joseph
Cavalry,
to
the expected
loping
night, but owing
For
years the only
when Geronimo rival
the were that, the audience was entirely
davs of soldiering,
whom
of
persons
tonsorial
first class
parlor and Victoria made some precipitous, sheriff was after under more in favor of a constitution provided
trails along recent
court that it was satisfactory to the people.
zig-zain Santa Fe.,
the
indictments
across
The resolutions thanked the Presi
and
Rio
Grande,
Gila
and
tho
Tuesday
until
wait
to
decided
OUR NEW FITCH
rtcni- prwi noiPfrniA
Andrews for the
Luis
San
and
and
the Frisco, Mogollon,
morning so that persons arrested
TREATMENT
mountains. Just prior to .the Spanish-America- n desiring to plead guilty might he ac- passage of the statehood bill.
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
Night Sessions.
war, Muller was a major in commodated and those wanting jury
A nkrht session was held every
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & thA New Mexico National Guard. trial also given their wishes.
two weeks' term of
other scaip irritations. We also When his squadron assembled at San
The civil and the criminal docket, night during the
tne
offered
1898, and
as far as all business pending when the onurt hut notwithstandingsocial
carry a complete line of all the ta Fe, on May 10th,fedral
done
many
labor
of
amount
vast
government,
to
the
cleantheir senice
the term began, was practically
popular hair and facial tonics.
Muller became captain in Troop E, of ed and in addition some business cre- attentions were paid to the court and
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
the Hon. l. u.
the famous Rough Riders.
ated! by the term was disposed of. officials psneciallv by
and their
Martinez
BATHS
extraordinR.
Jose
BATHS BATHS
Captain Muller showed
There were probably 70 or 80 cases, Burns and families
all
a
as
genius
military
ary ability
civil and criminal, that were finally respective
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
through the Santiago campaign. His acted upon. One of the most interest-i- n
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your troop was thoroughly instructed in the
e cases was that of Arthur H. Gos- aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays proper care of equipment,
sett
of Embudo, charged with killing
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays in action, and the performance of milConover at Lyden last DecemStewart
All work is guaranteed; yo- -r
the battle of Las ber. On the request of District AttorAt
duty.
itary
socks are mended and buttons
Guasimas, Captain Muler was in the ney Alexander Read this case was
sewed on you shirts, without
front ranks of battle from start to continued until the next term, owing
extra charge.
The fire discipline of his troop to the serious ilqlness of one of the
finish.
FHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
most important witnesses, Dr. J. H.
Murphy, of Espanola. His testimony
was considered necessary to establish I
a cause of death on the part of the terTelephone Red 35 and have
I
SSI mmSS II
Dr, Murphy is seriously ill ii
ritory.
ii
JVWI VIHVIV HVIIIVIWH
Denver
a
with cancer, it is said, in
hospital, and his recovery Is a matter
The ioftowing are suggested to the thirsty as something
of grave doubt. Attorney A. B. Rene-hacool and inviting
of Santa Fe, is counsellor for Mr.
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
Gossett.
II
$S.OO
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
The case of the territory vs. Patri
I
11
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
Martinez;
cio Salazar and Ramon
charged with killing a Navajo Indian BOTTLING
SANTA
on the Navajo reservation for the purfiltered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
made
from
drinks
pose of robbery was presented to the II
II
LAll
-i
.11 TTTCau I'Ti
ll ll.:in
mum minium.
grand jury which at first refused to I'
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Parts of the World
Wells
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fare between Santa Fe and Torrance one of his men.
While in New York, the Rough Rid
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
auto
on
ers
seats
participated in many sports and
Roswell $10. Reserve
entertainments given in their nonor,
mobile by wire. J. W. stocKara
namely, automobile trips to places of
esinterest, steamboat excursions, norse- real
that
It Is an admitted fact
theatres and summer resort
tate, financial men and merchants all racing,
at Travers Island, Glen
are
pleasures
results
say that quickest and bst
the ever popular Coney
and
obtained by advertising In the New Island,
Island. The Rough Riders represented
Mexican.
nearly every state in the Union. The
grand round of entertainment ended
with a dinner at the Harvard Club,
where, with Colonel Roosevelt, and
Lieutenant Colonel Brody, Generals
Sumner and Cooper, were guests of
&

Express Forwarder

Genera

Continental Oil Company

;

express

PERFECTION."

for Descriptive Circular
Every dealer everywhere ; if not at yours, write
to the nearest agency of the

was so thorough there was not a shot
wasted. He kept his men apart, cautioning them to aim carefully and keep
steady, in their first real battle, which
f
hours unlasted for two and
der the most trying conditions of mod
ern walfare. Captain Muller was,
again, among the first across the Santiago river and valley, on July 1, 1898.
His gallant troop cut down the wire
fences above "Bloody Angle," and led
the charge over the Spanish treuches
and earthworks at Fort Sau Juan Hill,
where many of those brave men were
killed and wounded. Captain Muller
always leading, was also among the
very first in the charge of San Juan
battle, and
Hill. During the three-da- y
siege of Santiago, while the scorching
tropical sun incessantly flashed its
blinding rays, Muller could be found
providing for his men whenever the
opportunity availed. His affection and
leniency toward each and every member of his gallant troop was so thoroughly understood, his wishes were
equal to an order with every soldier in
the regiment.
another
was
Conscienciousness

Flnlay

For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

J. D. BARNES. Apent
THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado fJational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of

the Southwest

A. Jft. BERGERE,
WCll
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Vf

I

Manager for New Mexico.
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For Best Laundry Work

the c.

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
sizes-r- aw
lands,
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all
cultivation
acre,-un- der
75.00
00
S40
to
per
under ditch,
These are
and highly improved, SOO.OO to- S175.00 per acre.
"
for
you.
ideal homes ready

LINE

WOOD'S

--

,

acre
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 perRANCHES.

TO

FARE

ISS?$5.00

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
id

-

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

RANCHKS

AM)

SMAI.Ij

.... tr. IncalP settlors on trov- tit
eminent land. We have irrigation men are
needinn capital. Moneyed
invited to correspond wltn us.
enter-Di-ise-

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

s,

LARUK
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

MEX
ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW lbs.

tho rate of S5.00 per hundred
acSpecial automobiles furnished to
commodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Rosin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
m
a.
arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Leave Roswell at 12:30
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
or
io
50
ids.
special $40.00 to accommodate four
RasrEraso allowance of
to either point.
each regular ticket, excess haggage at fewer passengers

rorrvin? the TJ. S. mail and pas
and
sengers between Vaughn, N. M.,
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and kock is
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., anivc

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
-

Look Over Your

self-relian-

Jma.ff2L

I

rv
fyMiiEEi'rfs,

SOFT DRINKS

ti nn m

FE

WORKS.
i'

rSA

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig getting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, ai
I
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly.
and will be glad to serve you in any
way in which a rig is required. One
unusual feature of our business is
taking invalids out for a drive at a
mention
regular hour each day.
I it as an illustration of the many serv
ices we stand ready to render.

WILLMS 4
1

310 San

Julius Muralter, Tailor

RISING

Francisco St. 'Phone

139

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Re.

Cor. palace and Washington

Avenue.
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
25
carrier
Daily per week by
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
65 Weekly, six month3
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.50
2.00
1.00
.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is
6.rrculatf.)
and growing
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
the Southwest.
of
ive
and
people
progress
the
Intelligent
mong
3

SIZE IS NOT ALL.
Population figures and size, are im-- "
portant factors, from the advertising
or towns and cities, but
stfmdpoint
they are not everything and life in a
small town like Santa Fe may be more
agreeable and advantageous than
in the metropolis.
Says the
Youth's Companion:
"a number of cities, particularly
sucn as are naturally spoken of in
nection with the adjective 'thriving,'
went to picturesque
lengths last
spring to insure a complete enumera-en- ts
tiorL of their inhabitants by the cen-hasus takers. Flaring posters on the
billboards, the blowing of fire and
tory whistles, rows of sandwich-meon the streets, frenzied and hysterical
edit0rials in the newspapers these
flnd other mgenious means were emto
the
alive
to
citizens
the
keep
ployed
importance of getting themselves and
their families counted.
"It is of course essential that the
census should be as accurate as possible, but it was no abstract desire for
accuracy, but an eager desire for "bigness' which actuated this lively census
inTo rank thirty-fourt'booming.'
in the list of
stead of thirty-sixtAmerican cities; to show a few thousand more population than a hated
rival across the river, or at the other
end of the state; such were the frankly declared ambitions of these stirring
municipalities. Quantity, rather than
quality, was once more undergoing

I

POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS.
though Postmaster General- Prank
devoted , ronjftderable
H. Hitchcock
time to the territories, to statehood
end of admin Ut ra-and to
tion affairs, he has not neglected the
he is the
service
ministraiive head! He is thoroughly
familiar with every detail of the work
of the postofflce department and has
it in all its ramifications to
the smallest office out in the back- woods. He has been for years a stud-of foreign postal methods and he
introduced many improvements,
made many innovations, reduced ex-- ;
and cut red tape until Uncle
favorably
Sam's service
compares
with that of other nations, as far as
the law will permit, for unfortunately,

j
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A cartoon in the Denver News depicts an anxious insurgent congressman asking President Diaz how he did
it and there are politicians in New
Mexico just now, who would like to
learn the secret that gave Diaz 98
per cent of the votes cast on last Sun
day for president of Mexico. The
Kansas City Star figures it out this
way:
"The election in his eightieth year of
Porfirio Diaz for the eighth time as
president of the Mexican republic is
a remarkable tribute to one of the
great, personalities of the time. General Diaz was first elected to the presidency in 3S77. When the exception of
the four years from 1880 to 1884 he
has held office continuously since that
time. Only persons familiar with the
chronic unrest in Mexico until he
came into power can appreciate the
Tl 1
fVn-t1... ...HC.,.n1nf!nn
marvelous
utilvi.iioUuu mat uc uao
wrought. Revolts and uisuuucuic.es
have been replaced by the peace of
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It Is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all

that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New

h

h

J,

L.

A, HUGHES,

PALER,

J. B.

President.

BEAD, Cashier.

FRANK McKAKE,

Assistant Cashier.
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iiie frrst rlifiiiial Bank

Mexican.

PROFESSIONAL

OF

CURDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.PAUL A. F. WALTER

...

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe.

FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
ftew Mexico. Established in 1870

-

New Mexico

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
EASLEY & EASLEY,
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Attorneys at Law.
cj
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
makes
and
and
domestic
RENEHAN & DAVIES
telegraphic transfer
foreign exchange
q
A. B, Renehan
E. P. Daviet c of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
'
Attorneys-at-Lai
as are given by any money transmitting agency public or
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
private. t Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
.,,,,. nfR i ro
per cent pfer annum, on six; months' or years' itime: liberal
dii,
.
.
ganta Fe
New Mexico
advances-madoh consignments f livestock and products.
executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
The bank
v'
-"
I
Diaz.
V,-E. C. ABBOTT
c and aims to extend to them as liberaftreatment in all respects,
Attorney-at-La"There is another side to the story,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound
Practice in the District and Su
Undoubtedly sternly repressive meas-- !
Courts.
preme
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent The patronage of the
Prompt and careful
u res have been used, not only to mainattention given to all business.
public is respecfully solicited.
tain order, but to suppress criticism Santa
New Mexice I
Fe,
Chas. F. Easley,

Chas.

Santa Fe.

R.

Easley,

Estancia.

jj

j
j

,

j

.

j

....
....

the government. Some of President
Diaz's friends have felt that it would
be wiser to make the administration
of

less of a benevolent despotism, so that
the people might be schooled in1 self- government against the time of the
great president's death. There has
been a widespread belief that the na- tion was relying more than was whole- some on a single man.
"However, this may be, there can
be no question of the vast debt of Mex-- ;
ico to this extraordinary man who has
directed its destinies through an enIt will be. generally
tire generation.
retain his vigor un-- !
he
that
may
hoped
impaired throughout the term to
which he has been elected. Gladstone
and Leo XIII both did important public
service after they were 80 Gladstone
becoming prime minister for the last
time at 84

CATRON

Attorneys and

Office:
Santa Fe,

&

CATRON

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
New Mexico

THE

G. W. PRICHARD

and

Attorney

j

Consellor-at-La-

j

LICE HOTEL

w

Practice in all the District Courts
and eives special attention tn caaoa
before the Territorial Supreme Court,

of parcels post and other
The greatest victory,
improvements.
won from the
Mr. Hitchcock has
Blk-S-anta
0ffice.
Fe, N. M
hands of Congress is the Postal Savreings Bank measure and in that
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
spect the United States will soon be
Attorneys-at-Laup to other nations. It is not expectPractice in the District Courts as
ed that the new system will he an ovwell as before the Supreme Court of
erwhelming success at once. Tn smallthe territory.
er towns like Santa Fe. the deposLas Cruces,
New Mexico
its will not be heavy nor the deposit
ors manv. but in the larger cities, es-- t
.
pecially among the foreign population
EDWARD C. WADE
the postal savings bank will prove a
Attorney-at-Lain
proSanta
Fe,
Even
here
blessing.
IS WIDE AWAKE.
ARIZONA
in the Supreme and Dis-ThPractices
fessional and other men have been
press in Arizona is urging the'trlct Courts of the Territory, in the
known to buy money orders in the a
eiecnuu ui me uesi men .jj. me inn-- . probate Court and before the U. S.
gregate in one instance amounting
tory to the constitutional convention. 'surveyor General and U. S. Land
size
matter
mere
the
a
"As
of
fact,
over a thousand dollars, as the safest!
Says the Arizona Republican publish--; offices.
not
much
is
a
of
of
importance,
a
city
for
short
method of holding money
ed at Phoenix:
. . . w.n,
T.oa
a
town
citizens
filled
with
is
tip
time and converting it into cash at Many
Viewed trom every standpoint, the!
census
more
on
count
for
the
who
30
a
cents
short notice. They paid
choosing of delegates to the constitu
hundred dollars for the privilege. Un-- j ' schedule than anywhere else. The tional convention
WILLIAM McKEAN
is a heavy responsi-- 1
der the Postal Savings Bank system volume and character of its business,
Attorney-at-LaArizona. Not!
of
the
citizens
for
bility
reana
sitneaitnrumess oi its
the Deauty
thev will have the service free and
a
sane
and Land Law.
must
we
have
Mining
and
simples
only
uation, the honesty and progressive-nesceive interest besides.
New Mexico
from freaks and: Taos
free
constitution,
of
the
its government,
high qualAs soon as the new system of poswill
which
a
constitution
but
fads,
tal banks goes into operation there ity of its shops, the excellence of its start the state on the
C. W. G. WARD
right track of
should be an end to the hiding of schools and the presence of other
to all. The
Territorial
District Attorney
and
fair
government
just
money on the person or in supposedly sources of education and culture, are real problem of all governments is1 For San Miguel and Mora Counties
a
the
about
of
which
all
may
prem
fairly Mie
city
well concealed places
thiugs
The ques- Las Vegas,
New Mexico
problem of taxation.
ises. Trunks are not safe repositories and honorably boast.
all othovershadows
tion
taxation
of
are
crannies
of
statistics
dark
"But
the
nor are carpet edges,
population
W. A. FLEMING JONES
ers, and in a collateral way touches
or stove holes. Uncle Sam will short- the crudest of all tests of a city's and involves
Bonds and Investments
many other questions,
of
to
visit
money
one
receive
it,
No
desires
to
offer
deposits
ly
greatness.
We must have a constitution which
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
at designated postoffices from any or does business with its merchants, will
give large and certain powers to ; Ju6Icial District of New Mexico.
person over 10 years, of age and will or goes to live there, simply because the state board of equalization
the Eastern
A
class
pay 2 ppr cent interest.
whojjt as a few thousand more inhabi tax board of the state so that the Las Crucesand local bank references.
New Mexico
will not trust any bank, however,
tQan some neighboring town,
whether it be elective or apboard,
y
reasonable such overcautious people! "No doubt Persepolis had more
pointive, will have the power to equalR. W. WITTMAN
be, is known to exist, and now habitants
than Athens. No doubt ize the burdens of taxation so that
Draftsman
will
faith
have
if
is
the question
they
vest Ham is more populous than tfliev will fall equably upon all. There
enough in the national government Venice, Salford than Oxford, and St. must be no turning back from the j Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
to confide a surplus of money to it. Etienne than Geneva. But does that
great reform started by Governor Santa Fe,
New Mexice
at interest, rather man cany "heave nothing more to be said?'
taxa-j
Kibbey in the equalization of
around sewed in clothing or in tne
tion. The campaign for the election
traditional stocking stuffed in some
In large type an automobile adver- of state and county officers, the legis- J
d m
odd nook presumed to be unnoted by tisement in the Sunday Kansas City
Uniand
a
of
of
fhe New Mexican
congressman,
lature,
A
dishonest.
with
Print
the lynx eyes of the
Star says: "The engine did not miss ted States senators will be more ex- -'
large amount of currency is believed a single explosion during the entire citing and thus more interesting to 'U
New Mexico
Santa Fe-thto be kept out of circulation by hoard- 2,111 mile trip from Kansas City to tne
people. But in actual importance
ing of this hazardous sort. The new Santa Fe, even over rough alkali
election of delegates to the eon-- ;
law should bring it out. One argu- paths and New Mexico goat tracks, so tstitntinnal convention
is infinitely
ment for the passage of the law as- impossibly bumpy and hilly and dan- more important.
sumed that the money now in conceal- gerous, that W, G. Whitcomb, official
"It. is the duty of every citizen to do
ment would be poured into the active pathfinder of the Automobile Club of what he can toward
assuring the se.
channels of business.
the lection of our very best men for the
Kansas City, will recommend
old
institution elimination of the route from Raton convention."
Postal banks are an
where to Santa Fe.
That certainly is a
in, other leading countries,
their depositors have the benefit of a slam at New Mexico, after more than
Figuring it up, the Democrats can
cash credit with the government, and six years of territorial good roads be certain of
electing only twelve of
the money is available at any
building, and an indictment of the the hundred delegates to the constituA Canadian depositor, for excounty authorities and road districts tional convention, four from Chaves,
ample, wherever he may travel, has that have neglected their roads until three from Roosevelt, two each from
what, is practically a government let- tluy are a disgrace to a civilized com
Eddy and Curry and one from Luna,
ter of credit to the extent of his
munity. Had the Territory finished1. with the Republicans having a fightand needs but. to identify him the Scenic Highway to the Pecos as
ing chance to capture even those from
self at any Dominion postofflce tolit should have done and as it doubt- - Luna and Chaves counties. It is well
draw upon or add 1o it France, thejessiy vn; d0- it cotild point to it and that this is so, for the
Republican
most famous land of thrift for men, iuis answer accusations such as that
patty will be held responsible for the
women and children has a great ag alluded to above.
kind of constitution that TS drafted
gregate of postal deposits, and the
and New Mexico must go in as a ReFrench people, under government vigNew Mexico fared badly in com- publican state. It is interesting to
H
ilance, are accustomed to oversub- parison with Arizona in the appro- note that San Miguel and Bernalillo
scribe a public loan, or to pick up a
Do You Want a Crate?
priation of $100,000 to pay expenses of counties together will control more
good bargain even if a milliard or two constitutional convention and state- than
of the members of the
Leave your order with
are required. Under the new law in hood elections. Arizona has but thir- constitutional convention.
Nine of
the United States a deposit of $1 will teen counties compared with New the stalwart
this week.
us
counties,
Republican
be received, but a system of saving by Mexico's twenty-siwill have only Bernalillo, San Miguel, Colfax, Rio Arand
dimes will be facilitated. The maxi- fifty-twSanta Fe, Mora, Dona
delegates to its convention
mum of a deposit is fixed at $500. while New Mexico will have a hun- riba, Socorra,
Ana and Valencia will have a majority
The longer you wait, the
Evidently, the design is to encourage dred, and yet only the same allowance of the convention, the other sevenmore chance you take,
means
saving among persons of small
for expenses. The sum appropriated, teen counties having only 49 votes.
vnder the government guarantee of $100,000, will
that you will pay more
hardly cover expenses in
Ordinarily savings banks Arizona and is certainly too small a
security.
A hysterical effort is being made in
money, as prices will
pay a much higher rate of Interest and sum for this commonwealth.
Denver and Pueblo, Colorado, to swell
soon advance.
on
utilities
will continue their large
the census returns and to an outsider
a proved sound basis.
The political forces are lining up. it looks as if some of the methods
A United States Senatorship
is a adopted come dangerously near to
Strawberries,
Moun-tainaThe printed program of the
worth fighting for and there are padding. In large cities where thoustake
Raspberries,
a
is
Chautauqua Assembly
candidates in the field already who sands come and go continually, an inLoganberries,
pretentious piece of advertising and will not leave a trick unplayed if it vitation to come to the census office
Blackberries.
and
rememwhen
it
is
the more creditable
will give them any vantage whatever. and register two months after the cenFresh
Vegetables
bered that it is being sent out by
to
is bound
sus is completed,
get
"a community of a few hundred people
Daily. ..
New Mexico should give Postmas- names on the schedules of persons
without any accumulated wealth
ter General Frank H. Hitchcock a who were not anywhere near Denver
soever. It is in the shape of a reg- rousing reception when he visits here or Pueblo on April 15. It is also next
ular railway folder, is prltend on this summer. He was the command- to impossible to prevent duplications
heavy paper, illustrated with a picture er who directed the statehood forces by such methods.
of the ruins of La Guara and many and led tihem to victory.
It was a fruitful idea of Territorial
portraits and gives the impression
that the Mountalnair Chautauqua Is as Even though the constitutional con- Secretary Jaffa to send for copies of
& COMPAKY
good as any summer assembly in the vention does not meet until October the constitutions of the forty-siworld. If Santa Fe had some of 'the 3, a good constitution can be drafted states. New Mexico constitution maksnap and ginger of Mountainair it and adopted by the people in time for ers will therefore have the benefit of
would not be pointed out as an old but submission to Congress before March the best In the state constitution line
4 next.
that can be procured.
dead city.
j
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One of

the Best Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

!

the West
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mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
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AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
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HOTEL
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J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Commodious Sample Room

j
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& Oo.

post-offic-

GROCERS

t,
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I

BERRIES FOR

I

PRESERVING!

one-sixt-

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE1
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WK

We Are
How

Serving

CO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at S o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
wait.

Our Increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE tn
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
men,
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

h

x
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NAVAJO, CHIMAYO

and

BALLETA

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

ir

H. S. KAUNE

x

PHONE 20

THESE PRICES TALK
CEIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS
30c "
TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
I5c "
NAVAJO BLANKETS
65c per pound and up

The Curio Man.
At the Sign of the Old Cart.

CANDELARIO
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Mrs. B. L. Day, a Denver sightseer
is at the Claire.
W. R. Holly, a rancher from Spring-- j
er is at the Claire.
No. 2, President B. P. Ripley's prl-- j
vate car, was at Laniy today.
F. N. Lewis, a Kansas City
man, is at the Palace.
David Jameson, of Flagstaff, Ariz.,!
is at the Coronado hotel.
Newcomb Cleveland, a Denver ai- j
torney, is here on business.
Judge E. R. Wright, lias returned to1
Albuquerque from Santa Fe.
George Walker, a business man of
Alpine, Texas, is in the city.
C. E. Juder, a pickle
salesman of
v. ,r
Denver, is calling on the trade.
Charles Herrick, a dry goods sales- man of Denver, is at the Palace.
Mederic F. Gognori, of Holyoke,
-Mass., is a sightseer in the city,
j
E..R. Paul of the New Mexico Cen-jtra- l
was in Albuquerque yesterday,
I
Mrs., A. B. Renehan and son, DeFor-- 1
est, spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
HAVING MONEY OP YOUR OWN enables you to borrow mora money
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vierra, of
.
wcen you want it to start a business of your own.
Huchinson, Kan., are sightseers in the
' '
city.
'
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
t
Edward Mitchell, a drug salesman
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
of St. Louis, is calling on the drug-- j
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will need some
tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

for TrcTut
'y y''.l'X'r'-

J1

-

IT

kit

j

j

advantage:.

j

LEARN; START A.
BANK'ACC OTNTNOW

;

!

is all new and complete in every
fl'e8 8 larger
detail our a8Sortment
'
and more complete, th&n ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
Our Line

j

i

&

TRUST

CO.

I

j

REAL ESTATE
PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.
See

O

C- -

our attractive list before baying.

WATSON & COMPANY
Santa Pe, New Mexico

119 San Francisco St.

IDE

IJeKZr

Phone. Red Ko. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

-

mw-

PINE LINE OP Carpets andRags FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs,, table
for the babies.
aud hat racks. Wagner folding
GREAT!!
are
They
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
go-car- ts

Ornamental Doors.

gists here.
L. G. Jameson, of St. Louis and who
sells electrical goods, is calling on
the trade here.
William E. Turner, of Kansas City,
and who sells plumbing supplies, is
calling on the trade.
Former County Commissioner Jose
Inez Roybal of Nambe, was a visitor
in Santa Fe yesterday.
F. S. Drake and J. M. Hartley, of
Buckman, are here on business and
are registered at the Coronado hotel.
Nick Herrera, son of Lupe Herrera,
proprietor of the Coronado restaurant,
!has been appointed manager of the
restaurant.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan and Wilson Mills autoed to La
Bajada hill today to inspect the com
pleted road construction.
Rupert F. Asplund, of the territorial
department of education, went to Taos
this forenoon, to address the teachers' institute at that place.
B. S. Phillips, of the Ramon Land
and Lumber Company operating thirty
miles west of Santa Fe, is in town on
important business matters.
Major Fred Muller, receiver of the
U. S. land office, has returned from
New York, where he was a prominent
figure in the Roosevelt reception.
Thomas Arnett, of Sawyer, wha here
yesterday on his way to Hodges, Taos
county, where he will do some work
for the Santa Barbara Tie and Pole

than ever before.

Take a little vacation next Sunday and sSSS""wl
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

was chosen as the repre!

Lumber) because the wood is lies in a good complexion and the
of a good complexion is good
perfect in every particular and secret
free from every imperfection of blood. Our toilet articles embrace
to preserve the complexion
knots, cracks and warpings. everything
our
and
blood
purifiers enable one to
Every foot of it is thoroughly (have it.
so
seasoned, dried and shrunk,
it can be absolutely relied upon WARM WEATHER TOILET
by carpenters and builders, and aids here freckle The daintiest of
lotions,
archi- powders,
all sensible, wide-awaare at your command.
tects hereabouts particularly remedies
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed.
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
&
Company.
sun-bur- n

ke

STRIPLING-BORROW- S

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR

Where your dollar buys the most.

'

Bills Bros. Monumental
OP DENVER

Co.

-

Burke drove
Wednesday night.
him in from Dripping Springs; half
way Ihere the horses were frightened
by a rabbit, throwing them both to
the ground, smashing a wheel and oth
erwise disabling the rig, so much so
that Mr. Lawshe had to sit out there
and contemplate the stars till Mr.
Burke came to town after another
conveyance; they arrived at the de
pot just in time to catch the Santa
Fe which was coming in at a terrific
pace." Las Cruces Citizen.

125

Palace Ave.

nkSh''

Santa Fe,

N'.

Mex.

NEW STOCK

Mr.

GLOVES

AN D COLLARS

JUST RECEIVED

to-tit-

Company.
H. B. Hening, one of the best known
journalists of the southwest, and sec- TIME TABLE ALL
retary of the territorial bureau of imLOCAL TR1ANS
migration, is in Santa Fe today on official business.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conHowell Jones, land commissioner of
the Santa Fe system, passed Lamy nect with No. 10 from the south and
today eastward bound, after having west, also No. 3 from the east, rebeen in California looking over the turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conland holdings of the Santa Fe on its
coast line.
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
O. C. Watson, formerly of this city, passengers for No. 2
passarrived from Pueblo, Colorado
last ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
evening to be with Mrs. Watson and arrive at Santa P'e 6:30 p. m. with No.
daughter who are guests of Mrs. E. t's connection only.
C. Abbott.
The little girl was taken
Lea ve Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conill with appendicitis a few daws ago. nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounGeneral and Mrs. Charles F. Easley; and Nos. 4 and 8
Returnhave returned from a sojourn at Ex-- j ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
m.
i.
celsior Springs, Mo. They enjoyed
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
their visit there very much but it was! Train leaves for the north at 10: IB
getting so hot that they were glad to t m.
get back to the cool breezes of Santa
Train arrives from the north at 3:35
Fe.
y. m.
Chief Justice William H. Pope leftj
New Mexico Central.
last evening for his home at Roswell.
leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. n
Train
Mrs. Pope and mother who had inat Santa Fe at 9:45 i
Train
arrives
tended to spend the summer in Santa m.
Fe have changed their plans and will
spend the next few months in south-tiCalifornia, mostly at Monterey.
E. G. Holly, an attorney of Roy,
passed through Las Vegas today on
his way to Santa Fe where he will
apply to Governor Mills for a requisition for the arrest of A. G. ShuU,
trouble Is bnt a symptom of, and not
who is wanted in Roy for the issuing tnStomach
itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
of a number of bogus checks. Shutt Hfia.rfr.hnrn. nnrl Indigestion &4 real discuses, vt
has been located in Oklahoma
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
Governor Haskell will be asked to alIn the creation of that now very popular stomach
low his return to New Mexico for Remedy
Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Going direct
the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
trial. The checks are said to amount to
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. Withto a total of $750." Las Vegas Optic. out that original and highly vital principle, no
lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
Curry returned last uch
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
evening from his trip to Chicago, breath and sallow
Tablets or Liquid and see for your-seWashington and New York. At Wash Restorative
what it can and will do. We sell and cheerington he put in strong licks for state- - fully recommend
hood and in New York was a promt- j
nent figure in the Roosevelt reception,
He was honored during his visit there
by Cornelius Vanderbilt, who invited j
him to a dinner given for the commit-- ,
tee in charge of the ovation.
Only
eleven, guests were present and the
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

Every well dressed lady selects .her gloves,
and collars as well, with great care.

collars is new and
Our line of Corliss-Coos
shapely and will outwear the common
Kid Gloves for $1.25. Very dressy
and serviceable. Strongly sewed and good
finish.
n

kind-Ladie-

d

Genuine french kid finest quality $1.50 pair
These embody best style features now in
vogue.
The very best grade of Chamoisetle, easy
f itting and comfortable at 60c. pair.
Ladies Milanese Lisle best value ever shown,
at the price 35c.
Double fabric tips,
Good Grade Silk.
Splendid value at 60c. We have others of
best selections to pick from.

n

Townsend

,

lf

j

ALL GRADES OK MARBLK A GRANITE
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES

Windows

Everything in Hardware.

sentative of the west.
Third Assistant Postmaster General A. L. Lawshe went to Santa Fe

east-boun-

THE SECRET OF BEAUTY

xr'

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

east-boun-

are made to perfection from our

A-

Cquainted vith him,
it will be to your

His Time is Yours

i

UNITED STATES BANK

you

COME IN AND GET

j

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE

are

"

i

HAVE

y0U

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLK Mgr.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OlT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks' and' White
Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on Wyandottes.
clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoniiif
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CLiRERDON

POULTRY

24 Hour Electric S ervice
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

YARDS

DAY

and'J
NIGHTl

Electric lrons, Broilers,
Weae Agents for
Cleaners and Wash Tubs. CaflELX Operation

Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

!

TEE SAN'Ia Fb
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Pacific

a

1. Si

Louis Rocky

M.

FOR

Company.

Railway

In effect March 1st
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n

19
7
8

f
f 8
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9
9

2 30
2 50

nioo

STATIONS
lies Moines, N. M...Ai
Capulin

Miles

30
20
33
50
10
35

0
10

Thompson

f'linninilifiiii
r. Clifton House N.M..Lv.
Ratoii7 N . M
I.v
Ar
lAr Clifton House, N.M..LV
"iLv.. Clifton House IN" M.Arj

,il
42
0

4 12
4 30
4 50
5 10

42
48

00
5 50
6 08
6 35

2

Kot'hlurJunetion

j

Koehler.
X'olfax..
Cerrasoso
Cimarron.

"

68
76
82
82

Ar
Lv

Ute Park, N.

Ar

94

j

....

Cimarron.
Nash
Harlan

86
88

08
f7 18
7 35

00
11 37
11 37
11 20
11 00

M

JULY

Windy

10

j

.Lv

9

Ry, train No.121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p.
tConnects with K. P. AS, W. Ry, train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson N, M- at 9:55a. m.
SStage for Van Houteu N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
O.&S. Passenger trains arrive ami depart from Dp Moines as follow:
SOUTH ROUND
NORTH BOUND:
No. 1, 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
No, 1111 p, m.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston wit h O, S. Ry. at
N
M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax,
Is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kayado
Cimarron, N. M. which
and Red Lakes, N. M
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizqhetluoim. Lobo, Q,uesta. Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Tat pa, Taos and Twining.
Daily. f Flag, . tDaily except Sunday
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
&

S.

.

2-

ASK FOR TICKETS
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in
Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
New-Mexico- ,

The Best Route

4

I

td

I

Chicago, 111., June 29. Half a million dollars a day is the amount that
Chicagoaus are spending this warm iof The center of American art, the or scale, and with the poultry exhibit,
weather in the effort to keep cool for ganization of the Friends of American will he one of the most notable
beer and other intoxicants. The "soft Art formed to
bring this to pass, hav-- i features of the live stock exhibits
drinkers" are great spenders when
are coA fund of $30,-- j The people of the territory
been
completed.
ing
both
the thermometer gets to the
and
:
both
for
exhibits,
(mo a year will be raised for the pur-operating
shade notch in Chicago. Thousands of
for
line
in
this
new
a
mark
set
American
will
of
works
of
pose
purchasing
gallons of ice cream and other soft artists, most of which will be turned the southwest.
'drinks and thousands of, barrels of over to the Chicago Art Institute. Al-New Mexico amusement lovers will
heer are required to slake Chicago's
that the
one hundred and fifty subscrib learn, with great pleasure,
ready
thirst for one day, and this city leads ers to this annual fund have been seAnnual
Thirtieth
of
the
management
the world in the quantities oi icea cured, and responses are coming in
at. Albuauerque has closed a con
Fair
beverages consumed, New York be- by every mail. The establishment of tract with the C. W. Parker Carnival
ing a close second, and the large cities this large purchasing fund will be the Comnanv for the appearance of that
o foreign countries being hopelessly
magnet that will draw the very best
group of attractions at the lair
left behind. They haven't been edu American work to the annual exhibis- - great
October. This is undoubtedly
next
iced arinK.
cated to the American
tv,
looiino- simiiKpmeiir comnanv of
exhabit Ice cream and other ices
the prelimhlary the world," carrying 200 people, and
tract $200,000 a day trom the pockets
nui a, oajo iiLuuuiiunvuu,j that, the reauiring 20 cars to transport its
0 ChiC
iSLra-.:fnwill soon result in bringing to eauiiiment.
The Parker company
our, anoLuei fiuu,wu.
iucd n.uiu,iu0, Chicago such a collection of American nlaved to thousands at the Minnesota
$100,000 is contributed Dy me lemon-rom ftU Qver state fair last year, this fair being one
ade drinkers the tmuermin,
wU be drawn to 5t just as of the biggest in the west. It has pleas
.
the iced-tedrinkers, the unfermented
ed immense crowds everywhere tor
those
and
who,
drinkers
have the past ten years, and is now bigger
rape juice
We
.eg Qf
i
are partial to ouier kiuuS
moment.' he says, and better than ever before with doz
drinks. Chicago not only consumes
when American painters and sculp ens of unique new fun features.
more ice cream than any other city, tors are
recognized at home and
New Mexico is lucky to secure this
but manufactures thousands of gallons abroad, and when our citizens feel into
other places, terest and
big aggregation for the fair. It is by
daily that are shipped
pride enough to do some- far the best thing of its kind ever seen
some of the shipments going as iar
thing in this behalf."
in the southwest, and assures that the
:
south as Memphis.
"fun features" of the annual fair and
Maneuvers,
Army
carnival will be the best ever this
A thousand army tents, housing
year.
soldiers of Uncle Sam's regular
nrmv. are in ulace in Grant park, along
Palace.
the lake front in Chicago's downtown Thomas Arnett. Sawyer; William E.
INSTITUTE NOTES
are
geum
district, and "the boys"
Herrick,
Kansas
City:
- Charles
next
,
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Acting Master.

ARTHUR

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa ,Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
Mi fourth Monday in each
tfjcr"-- month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

VV.

J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodee nf PArfertinn Nn 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
oculusu rcue or u ree Masonry meets
On the third Mondav nf each mnnt-at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
masonic Man, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are r.nr.
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

be- -

,

H0n,ri vs.

Secretary.

Me--

B. P. O. E.

-

-

-

G.F.&P. A.

pu.ij
Loui

0ne

a

s

month a Masonic hah
at 7.30 q. m.

terday afternoon by Hon. T. B. Catron,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
time holds its
Mass.
from the
who covered the CTOund
P 0aorl
- Holvoke.
" .
.
regular session on the secor the admission oi mow mexico as
Claire.
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
for which have
'v
MoMnn
'
!U1
W. R. Holly, Springer; R. A. Lee, territory to the present time. His ad- month. Visiting brothers are invited
P narf. that Health
GLess was most interesting, and in. and welcome.
St
icTmms
A. J. FISCHER,
L.
B. Juder, Mrs. E.
Day, Denver; spiring, and the teachers were very en- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
UhowisWng to spend a quiet Fourth C
thusiastic over it. . smanel Fuller. Sawyer.
Secretary.
tn remain in tne cny.
denartment of
'
built to accommodate 40.U0U specta,
v.
Kninhts of Pvthlae.
tors and it is estimated that anotner
QOOQ,, hic
mie uns uiuimug, uu
JUrry, xuiaruba, u. . mciu,
Santa
Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
tourtment1
?Cnp gas; Walace Smith, Topeka; James T. gratification over the excellent
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
wa ch rarmy
WalkSanta
in
now
conducted
tute,
being
"
soldiers will remain Bdackwell, New York; George
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I.
Fe county.
or, Alpine, Tex.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitSuperintendent Conway has placed ing Knight's invited to attend.
Coronado.
A. Frascher, El Paso; David Jame-- everything in readiness for the holding
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
be nextMonday Spectators will wit-a r.ni,Q t tvt Mart, nf the
Friday and JOHN K. STAUFFER.
r
' " examinations nextaara
scenes
tuo
K. R. S.
war
sou,
ness such actual
.
ho
v,, &
.
me uunu
hnildinsr of nontoon bridges under fire, lev. Rnckman- Malcom .1. Trann. KOS- oaiui uay
examined on Friday, and the first and
construction and demolition of trestle well- Edward Burke, Alexander Smith,
uu
C.
EL
RETURN $13.
Anaya, uaiisteo; second giu.ut;i
bridges, infantry and cavalry methods La Junta, Colo.;
There will be about 65 appli-W- .
J.
day.
Colo.;
infanAlamosa,
H.
Corson,
intricate
George
of attack and defense,
cants for certificates.
Dayhuff, City.
try and cavalry drills, bareback ridvia
Mrs. Dixon, our conductor, and two
baton
men
wounded
ing, treatment of
a
had
and
Dixie,
Gretchen
daughters,
tlefield, day and night signaling of all SOME FEATURES FOR
New Mexico
narrow escape from serious injury
ALBUQUERQUE FAIR.
kinds, military flrewarks, field tele
last Sunady, when the horse they
graph and telephone put up and op
were driving became frightened, ran
military
R. R.
erated, wireless telegraph,
Great Statehood Float in Parade
away, and overturned the buggy,
uses of aeroplanes and dirigibles, held
Kennel Exhibition Will Be an
outbut
a
tree,
them
against
knocking
sanitation, model field bakery showing
Unusual Attraction.
side of a few slight bruises, they came
JUL if 2-- 3 and 4th.
the old and new methods of making
nut. of tt. unhurt, which was very for- in
bread. A great pageantry parade,
Albuquerque, N. M., June 29. Did tunate indeed.
Return Limit July 6th.
which the soldiers will participate, will '
ever ride on the Human Roulette
The grst hour this morning all the
you
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
the
at
camp.
precede the program
New Sartorial Style.
You will have that privilege at the giyen a test examination in arithmeAnd now a member of one of Chi Thirtieth Annual New Mexico Fair tic to give them some idea or wuai.
ROUND TRIP
cago oldest and most txjnservauvo next October. This is one of the- thev may expect in the regular exami CHEAP
clubs has started a new sartorial style unique features of the Parker Car- nation for certificates next Friday and
MTnival
v,am a loaonn
!tt
tlio.
rtut v,aa mnrto New Yorkers sasp. Re- RATES
New
from
back
is
which
drifted
world
coming
as t0 now 0 formulate their answers
ports that have
COmpany in the
-'
senYork verify the first rumor of the
to the fair, it is an immense fifty foot to auestions. It is not the longest an
TO ALL POINTS VIA
eel on which you whirl around until swer to a question which merits the
sation created when E. H. Smalley, a
Chicago attorney and member of the you are bounced off against a padded Dest graae, but the one that is short,
i
ioor Mit.
Hamilton Club delegation which went ont tviq mnn wTm stavs on the
P
to New York to welcome Colonel longest wins the roulette game,
This is only one of the merry HEAVY RAINS SUPERSEDE
Roosevelt, marched down "Peacock
clad in amusement devices which will transDEMING PUMPING PLANT.
Alley" at the Waldorf-AstoriEffective June 2nd, 1910
silk form the carnival park at Albuquera full dress coat and waist-cohat and cream colored trousers. Mr. que into a Coney Island next October. Potatoes and Beans Yield Big Crops ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
in the Mimbres Valley second
Smalley, who has earned the soubri- You can hardly afford to miss it.
most
because
of; A gigantic statehood float, the
ASBURY PARK
quet of "Silent William"
Cutting of Alfalfa.
$73.70
his fondness for conversation, is a gorgeous thing of the kind ever atDeming, N. M., June 29. The
exBOSTON
nummns nlants in the valley are sus
$77.95
well known member of the Chicago tempted, will be the feature par
bar, who has exhibited some eccen- cellence of the great annual parade pended for today owing to the heavy CHICAGO
$50.35
tricities of dress in the past, but none at the Thirtieth Annual Fair and rains which fell Saturday afternoon
to such an extent as to endanger the first State Fair at Albuquerque in Oc- and nisrht. Sunday and Sunday night, DETROIT
$60.35
reputation of Alderman '"Bath House" tober next. The exact nature of this There is now a splendid season in the
is
Alderman
line.
StOCKannual
in
that
HOT
float
the
pageant
in
SPRINGS
John Coughlin
immense
jrronnd. and the farmers and
$44.60
Coughlin has arisen to remark that kept a secret, but plans are well un- men are all elated.
Mr. Smalley's departure is in bad der way to make it something that
Shull Bros, received a thousand KANSAS CITY
$35.35
taste, outre, nassamenterie, and all will be historic. The coming of state- - pounds of seed beans today. There ST. LOUIS
,
r. n n rv
r.
$44.35
that sort of thing. In order to raain- - hnnrl menus that the first fair held winn ue auout ficl..
muj acres i
Twenty-fivtain his reputation Alderman Cough-- ; after the star Is added to the flag will that farm this season.
NEW YORK
$75.15
lin has ordered made a
be the most tremendous exposition of acres of Irish notatoes on the Shull
ever
dress suit that will cast Mr. Smalley's the resources of New Mexico
place will be ready to dig within two
acres ot
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
cream colored trousers in the shade. held. It behooves every man, woman weeks; and the thirty-fiv- e
"The weskit," said Alderman John, and child in New Mexico to be on later planting are doing well.
BETWEEN
"will be a beautiful shade of
John Hund is cutting his alfalfa for
hand, and make the demonstartion
a blended hue of my own cre- one never to be forgotten.
the second time this season. It i3
The New Mexico Kennel Club, yielding two tons to the acre this cutation. It certainly will be some weskit."
which is to have charge of the first ting, making, up to date, three tons
&
annual kennel show at the 30th Annu- and a half to the acre this season. Mr.
Chicago as an Art Center.
beans.
Having taken a great stride towards al New Mexico Fair and first State Hund has just begun planting
Thomas Glenn, deputy sheriff of
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
the ton in the financial world by secur- - T7"alr. has been fully organized, and
of the most
Grant county, passed through Deming
ing the second largest bank in the- is headed by some
Solomon-villa. m. Daily.
and almost the largest, Chi- nent men of the territory. The
Saturday night on his way to
Ariz.
is now after the prized position nel Exhibition is going to be on a large
J. A. Reihl, claim agent of the San- For information regarding freight
ta Fe with headquarters at Albuquer-que- ,
and passenger rates etc. call
was in Deming on business Sat'
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EUGENE A. FOX,

HutcWn.
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Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
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ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
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entire range or ciuues u
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

El Paso & Southwestern

SORES & ULCERS
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sores and ulcerb
or ulcer CANNOT heal until the blood is purified. S. S. S. heals
removes
the imand
circulation
the
IS
into
just goes
in the very simplest way.
The New Menra
rinnrif? Cam.
means of keeping the sore open then
the
are
which
matter
and
polluted
purities
nn
has
n larw Kiinnlv nf
hand
not
only
and
jany
blood
all
purifiers,
toe sore is bound to heal. S. S. S. is the finest of
to the pads and tablets suitable for school
cleanse the circulation but it adds the necessary healing dualities
it
does
..
Salves,
sores
,
ulcers.
and
n
;
niive
worn, the desk, and also for lawyers
mii
n.tnro
.1.:
j
an old sore because
Uir) merchants-- . Snort pvonrnrhoru
Wo
washes, lotions, etc., can do no permanent good toward healing
b?
may
external
These
applications
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
such treatment does not reach the blood.
at the bottom, and this u just
soothing and cleansing, but the healing must begin
then furnishing nourishment
and
the
blood,
S.
S.
first
does
S
purifying
what
by
and Ulcers free to all who
Sores
on
Book
flesh
tissues.
to
the
all
and health
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
write and request it.
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MMEHTLY HEALS

Mrs. R. E. Mver has gone to her
home in Rincon.
M. P. Freeman,
president of the
Consolidated National bank of Tucson,
are
because
they
Old soiss remain open and chronic ulcers refuse to heal
was here Saturday. He is on his way
infected by impurities in the blood. This
to Europe for a few months pleasure
kept constantly irritated and
deA long speU of
of tie circulation comes from various causes.
trip.
the
oi
retention
the
in
system,
disease
germs
bilitating sickness. wMch breeds
Mrs. L. A. Rohprto and lirtlA srrand- of the eliminate
refuse matter of the body because of a sluggish condition
"
son,
or
are vis
Gussie, of Marthaville,
inneiiieu.
state
a
malarial
neaiui,
members,
infected circulation, the sere iting ner daughter, Mrs. E. L. Story.
responi ble. But whatever the cause of the
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20
25

3 55
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(Read Up)

1910

A D

Chicago Spends Enormous
Sum in Summer to Slake
Its Thirst

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(Read Down)
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ISHIN8 RATES

it,
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i

Central

j

FROM SANTA FE TO
and return

Embudo

Tres Piedras
Antonito

"
"

Chama

"

WagonWheel Gap

$2.65
4.55
6.30

Best Trout

FISHING

9.50
,

Sura

In the World

10.70

:

dfj

larp-es- t

j

j

,,it

i

Tickets at Union Depot.

3qw Mexico
u entral

a

at,

P. H. McBRIDE,

AGENT.

'

-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSO

;

--

1

.

O

V,

'1

j

e

mid-summ-

helio-ceris-

e,

Santa Fe

El Paso

promi-countrKen-cag-

e,

,

There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill tlhe bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

"IT?

mm HBMSEMBI
i. u ru.,..m;cm TTirlnev and
j
lucuiuaii)i
f Oi nDatK.VllC,
Bright's Disease and Diabetes.

having

STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

RlarifW Disorders. Do not risk
Commence today and be welL
& CO.

urday.
Mrs. A. J. Watkins with her son,
Reed, left yesterday for a few weeks
visit with friends in Albuquerque.
The National Irrigation Journal for
June, and the last Sunday issues ot
the New York Sun and St. Louis
Globe-Democr-

contain Illustrated

ar--

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

L H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
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it's rue that's down, Mary Jowc
and out"

LIMITED

0

By

(Copyright,

WARMAN

WITH

FCLITZESS.

BLANKS

a

by J. B. Lippincott Co.)

Mex.

Mining Blanks.
Additional aud AnKDded Location
sheet.
Certificate,
sheet.
Agreement of Publishf-r- ,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,

'

sheet,
Minii.g Deed.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,

sheet.

Coal Declaratory Statement with
At-Power of an Attorney,
Non-Miner-

lamp-lighter-

oil-lam-

to-da- y

fly-lea-

Non-Miner-

FOR RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street.
Inquire

at

2

IS San

Fiancisco street.

4

4

2

J

J

;

4

FOR SALE Planing mill complete.
Reason for selling, old age and poor
health. Apply P. Hesch.
Lands irrigated by tht
Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Cbarle E.
Michael. Real Estate.
FOR SALE

Santa

Fe

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Bis pay. Write
sheet
for full particulars at once. Globe
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
WANTED Salesmen to sell stock of
corded Brand,
sheet.
live men
company;
Drive
manufacturing
and
to
Gather,
Authority
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'- - only; good pay for sustlers; references. Sales Manager, Box 371, Altus,
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Olvia.
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
TYPEWRITERS
New
sheet
Appeal Bond.
'leaned, ailjuMecl unci repaired.
sheet.
platen furnished. Ribbons and supplies
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Typewriters sold, exchanged and rented
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
"'"'nrd makes handled. All repair worli
Continuance
Bond
Appearance
and typewriters tantrnnteed.
iSnuta Fe
sheet.
(J. P.),
Typewriter K xchant'e.
Bond of Appearance
(District
4

2

2

2

Either Gold Fish I really think we
ought to have a net underneath for
this performance!

.

1--

2

2

PAINLESS

SHAVING.

2

2

2

sheet.
Court),
Justice
Report,
Quarterly
Dr. Young Yes, I'm a fully fledged
Bond to Keep the Peace,
M. D. Now I suppose I must look up
2

WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
expense to learn trade of electricity,
automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
Onlv
nntnnl TOnrlr nn enntrnet iohs
few months required; 200 students last
year. Catalogue free. United Trade
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.

sheet

2

sheet,
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
some unhealthy locality and wait like
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com-- '
patience on a monument.
sheet.
Miss Cinique And after that the plaint,
Forcible
Entry and Detainer, Summonuments will be on the patients
sheet.
mons,
eh?
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Notice for Publication.
Execution Forcible Entry and De(0G8SS, Not Coal.)
AT THE AQUARIUM.
sheet.
tainer,
Department of the Interior,
sheet.
Replevin W'rit,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
sheet.
June 22, 1910.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Notice is hereby given that Jose
sheet.
Alires of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
sheet.
21, 1905, made homestead entry(
Warrant,
SW
sheet.
Commitment,
068S8), No. 8416, for E
sheet
Customer Is it true that you are
Attachment Affidavit,
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Section 18, Township 14 N Range 10 E.
tite artist who shaved me last week?
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
sheet.
Barber Er yes, sir!
Attachment WTrit,
Customer Well, then, I think, if
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, intention to make final five year proof
to establish claim to the land above
tou don't mind, I should prefer gas
sheet.
i
this time.
and Re-- j
described, before Register
sheet.
Execution,
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
sheet.
Summons,
N. M on the 18th day of August, 1910.
4
sheet.
Subpoena,
ALTERED LOOKS.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San-- ;
sheet
Capias Complaint,
chez, Juan Sanchez and Francisco
sheet.
Search Warrant,
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
School Blanks.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
Register.
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract.
sheet.
No. 012067.
Aunt Ethel Why did you change
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet j
Land Sale,
Public
their names from John and George to
Contract between Directors and Teaof the Interior,
Charlie and Ethel?
Department
sheet.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
'Cause they're kissing chers,
Dorothy
sheet.
Oaths of School Director,
each other.
June 3, 1910
of
of apportionment
Certificate
Notice is hereby given that, as dsheet.
School Funds,
irected by the Commissioner of the
FULLY AGREED.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
General Land Office, under provisions
sheet.
Teachers Monthly Report,
'of Act of Congress approved June 27,
Annual
District Clerks'
Report,
1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
sheet.
public sale, to the highest bidder, at
Land Office Blanks.
10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of
"Does Gladys look any different
sheet. July, at this office, the following
Homestead Entry,
since she and her husband separatAffidavit,
described land:
ed?"
sheet.
SE
of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15,
"Yes; she wears her hair a la diProof, Testimony of Witness,
N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
vorce."
full sheet.
Any person claiming adversely the
"Heavens! How's that?"
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
land are advised to
"Parted."
full sheet.
file their claims, or objections, on or
Desert Land Entry, Declaration
' before the time designated for sale.
GETTING HIS REVENGE.
full sheet
Applicant,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Deposition of Witness.
Register.
sheet.
FRED MULLER,
full sheet.
Receiver.
Yearly Proof.
Final Proof.
sheet.
i sneer.
contest notice,
Rebound When excellent wore can
Affidavit to be filed before contest,! be done right at home. Consult the
New Mexican Bindery.
sheet.
2

1-- 4

2

4

2

4

1-- 4

4

4

se-ri-

4

2

4

1-- 4

1--

4

1-- 4

4

4

j

4

2

j

2

1-- 2

1--

;

1-- 4

j

1-- 4

j

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

2

1-- 2

Non-Miner-

4

above-describe-

d

!

!-- 2

i

2

i--

2

Aunt I wouldn't have refused that
young man if I had been you.
Niece I don't think I would, either,
if I had been you.
A BIRD OF A

Fare Hi, cabby, what are you stoi
ping here for?
Cabby There's an old woman in
'
an awful time of it
'ere
'er teeth out. I wouldn't miss it
for a dollar. I 'ad 'er yesterday.
hav-in-

A

PEST.

THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND RESOURCES

EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE

KVM test'

PLACE OF REFUGE.

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS

e,

XL

she-wolve- s

tete-a-tet-

1

fidavit and CorroboratiLg
'
sheet.
Affidavit,
'
Notice of Risht to Water,
Brigand Pardon me! Would mon- sheet
sieur like to buy a little souvenir of' Forfeiture or Publmhing
Out of
his holidays in this charming coun- Notice,
sheet.
try?
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet
Tourist
much do you want
Stock Blanks.
for it?
Bill of Sale Animals "Rearing Ven
Brigand How much have you got? dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
UNKIND.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14

e

g

WANTED Good cook; reference
required. Mrs. C. W. Dudrow, 2oS
Auua Fria street.

2

I

e

.

graduate,

2

i

stout-shouldere-

y

'

FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.

sheet.

good-nature-

,

co'Ai-i:,-

.

4

.....

d

man.

A you n

at prest-n- t tt'achii'.f; in one of best colleges in Texas, yvIks portion in private family as tutor for three months.
.1.
Best of
E. H., care
Manager El Ortiz, Lamy, X. M.

4

Henry Hautman was born old. At
15 he had the fare and figure of a
voter. His skin did not fit his face- -it
wrinkled and resembled a piece of
rawhide that had been left out in the
rain and sun.
Henry's father was a freighter on
the Santa Fe trail when Independence was the back door of civilization,
opening on a wilderness. Little Henry used to ride on the high seat with
his father, close up to the tail of a
Missouri mule, the seventh of a series
of eight which his father drove in
i.um oi me oig wagon auu
"
er. ii was tne wine or ine
."
tanned the hide on Henry's face and superannuated.
The short December days were all
made him look old before his time.
too short for Henry.
He counted the
wagthe
At night they used to range
hours, marked the movements of the
ons in a ring, in which the freighters minute hand on
the face of his cab
slept.
clock, and measured the miles he
One night Henry was wakened by would have, not to "do," but to enjoy
the yells of Indians and saw men fight- Deiore Christmas. As the weeks went
ing. Presently he was swung to the by the old engineer became a changed
back of a cayuse behind a painted man. He had always been cheerful
warrior, and as they rode away the happy, and
Now he be
boy, looking back, saw the wagons came thoughtful, silent, melancholy.
There was not a man on the lirst di
burning and guessed the rest.
Later the lad escaped and made his vision dui grieved because he was goway to Chicago, where he began hie ing, but no man would dare say so to
career on the rail and where this story Henry. Sympathy is about the hardest thing a stout heart ever had to
really begins.
It was extremely difficult, in the endure.
While Henry was out on his last
early days, to find sober, reliable
young men to man the few locomo- trip his wife waited upon the master
tives in America and to run the trains. mechanic and asked him to bring his
A large part of the population seemed wife over and spend Christmas
eve
to be floating, drifting west, west al- with Henry and help her to cheer him
up, and the Old Man promised to call
ways west. So when this
strong-faceyouth asked that evening
foreman
for work the round-housAlthough there were half a dozen
took him on gladly.
palms itching for the throttle of the
Henry's boyhood had been so full La Salle, no man had yet been as
of peril that he was absolutely indif- signed to the run
ferent to danger and a stranger to
Henry saw the La Salle cross the
and back into the round
fear. He was not even afraid of work, turn-tabland at the end of eighteen months house, and while he "looked her over,'
he was marked up for a run. He had examining every link and pin, each
the others hur- passed from the wiping gang to the lever and link-liftedeck of a passenger engine, and was ried away, for it was Christmas eve
and nobody cared to say good-bnow ready for the road.
to
Henry was proud of his rapid pro- uie old engineer
When he had walked around her half
motion, especially this last lift that
would enable him to race along the a dozen timet,, touching her burnished
steel trail, though he recalled that it mainpins with the back of his hand
had cost him his first little white lie. he climbed into the cab and began to
One of the rules of the road said gather up his trinkets, his comb and
that a man must be 21 years old be- toothbrush, a small steel monkey
fore he could handle a locomotive. wrencn, and a slender brass torch
Henry knew his book well, but he that had been given him by a friend
also knew that the railroad needed There he sat upon the
his service and that he needed the coach seat that his wife had coveted
looked along the hand-railinjob; so when the clerk had taken his and
He
leaned
from the cab window and
a
was
which
record"
only
"personal
mild way of asking where he would glanced along the twin stubs of steel
have his body sent in case he met that passed through the open door
the fate, so common at that time on and stopped short at the pit symbol
a new line in a new country he gave izing the end of his run on the rail.
his age as 20, hoping the master me- lne old boss wiper came with his
chanic would allow him a year for crew to clean the La Salle, but when
he saw the driver there in the cab
good behavior.
Years passed, as did the Indian and he passed him by.
s
came
Presently the
the buffalo. The railway reached out
and
the
began
lighting
across the Great American Desert.
that
The border became blurred and was stood in the brackets along the wall
rubbed out. The desert was dotted but before their gleam had reached
with homes. Towns began to grow up his face the old engineer slid down
and to bud and and hurried away home with never
about the water-tank- s
a backward glance,
blow on the threeless plain.
Henry Hautman became known as
That night when Mrs. Hautman had
the coolest and most daring driver
the popcorn and red apples
passed
on the road. He was a good engineer and
had all eaten and the men
they
He owned his had
and a good citizen.
lighted
cigars, the engineer's wife
was
while
what
not
his pay
home, and
a worn Bible out and dre
brought
an engineer draws
for the same a
cnair near trie master mechanic
run made in half the time, it was suf- The Old
as he was called, looked
ficient unto the day, his requirements at the Man,
at the woman, who
then
book,
and his wife's taste.
held it open on her lap.
Only one thing troubled him. He
Do you beljeve this book?" she
had bought a big farm not far from asked,
earnestly.
Chicago, for which he was paying
"Absolutely," he answered.
out of his savings. If he kept well,
"All that is written here?"
as he had geen all his life, three years
"All," said the man."
more on the limited would let him out.
Then she turned to the
f
and
of
Then he could retire a year ahead
the record of Henry's birth, the
read
time, and settle down in comfort on day, the month, the year.
the farm and watch the trains go by.
came and looked at the book
It would be his salvation, this farm andHenry
the faded handwriting, trying to
by the roadside, for the very thought remember, but it was too far
away.
of surrendering the La Salle to anThe old Bible had been discovered
to
and
was
wormwood
other
gall
that day deep down in a trunk of
Henry. But there was the law in the old trinkets
that had been sent to
book of rules the Bible of the C, M.
wbtm his mother died, years
& W. and no man might go beyond Henry
the limit set for the retirement of ago.
The old engineer took the book and
And Henry Haupt-ban- ,
engine drivers.
held
it on his knees, turned its limp
the favorite of the "Old Man,"
leaves, and dropped upon them the
would take his medicine.
of a strong man's tear.
Time winged on, and as often as tribute
"The Old Man," called for the letter
Christmaa came it reminded the old
he had
erased the date, se
engineer that he was one year nearer it forwardwritten,
lour years, and handed i
his last trip, for his mother, now sleepback to Henry.
ing in the far west, had taught him to
"Here, Hank," said he, "here's
believe that he had come to her on
Christmas gilt for you."
eve.
Chistmaa
So when the Wildwood Limited was
One day when Henry was register- limbered
up tha; Christmaa
Henry
ing in the roundhouse he saw a letter leaned from the window, leaned
back,
in the rack for him, and carried it
tugged at the throttle again, smiled
to
read
home
aftr supper.
over at the firemau, and said:
When he read Jt he jumped out of Billy, watch her swallow that "Now,
cold,
his chair. "Why, Henry," gid his stiff steel at about a mile a minute."
wife, putting dowa her knitting, "what
ever's the matter, pen switch or
Quaint Old Prescriptions.
red light?"
The antiquary took down a little
"Worse, Mary, it't the end of the
gray book. "Here Is a 'family doctrack!"
" he said, "that was published as
tor,'
The old engiDrer tossed the letter
back as 1561. Talk about your
far
over to his wife, sal down, stretched
The first prehis legs out, locked his fingers, and quaint prescriptions!"
scription, a truly quaint one, ran: "If
h's
onts
over
thumbs,
began rolling
a man be greved wyth the fallinge
the other, staring nt the stove.
let him take a
harte
When Mrs. Hautman had finished and make it to powder and use
but
It;
the letter she stta.tnjied her foot and If it be a woman, let her take a
declared it an outrage. She sugharte." A 1561 jaundice cure
gested that somebody wanted the La was: "Take earth wortnes and cut
Salle. "Well," she said, resigning her- them small, and braye hem
vyth a
self to her fata, "I iet I have that little wyne so that ye may swallow
it;
coach seat out of tbu cab; It'll make drincke the same fasting." For tooth
for the front room. ache: "Seeth as many little
a' nice
frogges
Superannuated I" she went on, with sitting upon trees as thou canst get,
"I bet ytw can put in water; take the fat ftowynge from
growing disgust.
any-maon the division Jowu three
them, and when nede is, anoynt tba
times In five!"
tetn therwytH."
sick-nessc-

WANTS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

of
you! You know you've got four years,
come Christmas. Why don't you fight?
Where's your Brotherhood you've been
paying money to for 20 years? I bet
a 'Q' striker comes and takes your
engine."
"No, Mary, we're beaten. I see how
it all happened, now. I began at 20
when I was really but 16, that's where
1 lose.
I lied to the Old Man when
Now that He
we were both boys.
comes back to me, as a chicken comes
home to roost."
"But can't you explain that now?"
"Well, not easy. It's down in the
records it's Scripture now, as the
Old Man would say. No, the best I
can do is to take my medicine like
a man; I've got a month yet to think
it over."
After that they sat in silence, this
chilflless couple, trying to fashion to
; themSe;"es
how it would seem to be

"Henry Hautman, I'm ashamed

THE WILDWOOD
CY

HOBbERY

PERILOUS FEAT.

PAGE SEVEN.

MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

e

The dog is the friend of man

Father Pelican Can you tell me
how far it is to the nearest fish pond?
Mrs. Crane Just a step farther oa.
Father Pelican Yes. but what sort
of a step yours or mine?

First Annual
DOG

SHOW

RED UCED RA TES OX ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other information
.r. JT.

President.

JOHN B. McMAXVS
Secretary.
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KAISER MADE HIT WITH TEDDY. hi3 especial object of solicitude, were
effective in procuring a light sentence
Rev. O. L. Brownson, pastor of the
(Continued From Page One.)
Baptist church, Loveland, was among
From
Page Two.)
(Continued
the witnesses concerning the previous
ests, and which he intends to revisit,
good character of the former marshal.
See Mr. Sumptuous on Birds at the are unfounded.
it' I wish anv annointment I can SO The minister painted Riley as a model
Elks' tonight. Only toe will entertain
to his appointment as
hf-.vDip neonle and ask it." was the citizen prior
you.
marshal.
Riley was a contractor!
Sole and exclusive agents fop Rich-- i former governor's significant declara-- ' city
ana naa also served as street com
mond Electric Suction Cleaner. S. F. tion.
missioner.
Water & Light Co.
Major Muller Back.
Mary Hollenbeak, an orphan, was
A Special Rate of $13.40, El Paso
Major Fred Muller was back at his his office assistant. Riley and the
Mexico
Central office in the laud office this morning
and Return, via New
told conflicting stories as to how
i
II. R., (the daylight train) July 2, 3 and was enthusiastic over the recep- girl
fell. He blamed the girl. He
Riley
and 4th, with return limit July 6th.
and his was arrested on two charges, the
tion given Mr. Roosevelt
Private school will open July 5th. Rough Riders in New York City. "We
other being of the same nature,
Pupils not having enrolled, apply to had a great parade and we are all
brought by Mabel Doty, 14 years old.
Mrs. U. R. Elliott, 2 Lincoln avenue,
proud of the way the boys conducted This charge was not pushed.
m.
terms
for
and
Saturday p.
Friday
themselves. Cornelius Vanderbilt, the
Riley who is 53 years old, with a
and classes.
chairman of the reception committee, wife and four grown children, left
of
dance
the
The
Dance
July
July
wrote a letter which was read at our Loveland in an automobile wftien he
Woman's Board of Trade in the ascamp meeting telling how pleased the heard the sheriff was after him. He
sembly room of the public library, will committee was with the conduct of , was
ca,,tured in Lamar, where he had
4.
of
on
It
the evening
be given
July
a
had
Riders.
We
the
long
his machine and was preparing
Rough
sold
promises to ue an eujoauie social at-- i march, for we mounted our horses at to go to Kansas.
fair.
a. m., and I suppose we paraded
Since his arrest Riley has beguiled
i
M.iu nffirpc William XV T?iti- - 9:30
lj
twelve miles before we got through. the time by writing religious poetry.
new
nave
a
j ing,
duiu
the liverymen,
We rode in front of Colonel Roosevelt,
office room at their stables, and have
who stood up during the entire parout-i
an
indoor
with
and
equipped it
the hundreds of thoudoor telephonefi so that messages can ade, saluting
of
sands
spectators woh lined Fifth
!
Ijo received with dispatch,
was a great spectacle. Ana ;
avenue.
It
HOW THEY STAND.
j
Stop and see the Electric Wash Tub after it was all over, after the really j
s. r. water a. uigni strenuous day Mr. Roosevelt put in,
in operation.
National League.
Co.
with the thermometer above ninety in
Won. Lost Per Ct,
Remember there are six big laugh- the
at
shade, Mr". Roosevelt was down
38
19
.667
theat
Elks'
the
Chicago
ing, comedy pictures
his office with the Outlook Company New York
34
22
.607
ater tonight. Only show at 8 o'clock. the next
morning."
30
25
.545
Prices 10 and 15 cents.
Pittsburg
29
29
.500
Major Muller says that Roosevelt Cincinnati
Band Concert 1:30 p. m. Sunday
26
29
.473
As the Military band will leave at 4 shook hands with every Rough Rider, 'Philadelphia
out of his carriage to do it and St. Louis
34
27
.443
p. Sunday for Las Vegas to take part getting
not giving some of the Rough Riders
32
24
.429
in the bridge dedication ceremonies
Brooklyn
These are all my Boston
time to dismount.
21
39
.350
July 4, the band will give its Sunday
n 1 must
them flrst" was
American League.
concert at 1:30 p. m.. instead of S Jl08,
Teddv s heartv exclamation.
Won Lost Per Ct.
P. m. Sunday,
i ne Dana naa anaugeuj
20
.655
.39
Major Llewellyn.
an interesting program and no doubt
21
.625
.35
the park will be crowded with, music
Major Wr. H. H. Llewellyn, whom New York
26
.587
i lovers.
.37
Roosevelt has more than once refer Detroit . .
27
.534
.31
Do away with "Blue Monday" and red to as his ''personal friend," was Boston . .
28
.24
.462
have your washing done by electricity, prominent in the parade and at the re- - Cleveland
30
.455
.25
S. F. Water & Light Co.
jception to the colonel. The major who 'Chicago
37
.383
.23
La Bajada Grant Bargain and sale js well known throughout the terrl- - Washington
40
.286
.16
deeds galore were recorded in the of- - tory did not reach New Mexico with St. Louis .
fice of the probate clerk today for the other "boys."
It is said that he j
Western League.
transferring interests in La Bajada stopped over in the Windy City to j
Won Lost Per CL
grant in Sandoval and Santa Fe coun- visit some of his relatives. He will Wichita
25
37
.597
ties from various heirs to C. C. Catron, soon return to his home in Las
36
25
.590
Sioux City
of attorney to Mr. Catron was Ces, however.
36
27
.571
Denver
.,
also recorded in a number of instan-- ,
31
31
.500
Lincoln
ces. The transfers were made by An- - RELIGIOUS HYPOCRITE SENT
30
33
.467
Omaha
TO PEN FOR THREE YEARS.
gelita Ramirez de Montoya, Paulitaj
31
35
.470
Moines
jDes
.
Jose Ramirez
Ramirez d Espinosa,
35
.417
25
St. Joseph
37
22
.373
Topeka

Minor City Topics

No-

-

CASH

4

4

No

Chicago 11; Cincinnati 1.
American League.
Chicago 8; Detroit 5.
New York 9; Washington 7.
Boston 4; Philadelphia 2.
Cle viand 5; St. Loui 0.
Western League.
Denver 9; Des Moines 6 .
Wrichita 4; Omaha 2.
St. Joseph 1; Lincoln 0.
Sioux City 15; Topeka 5.
American Association.
Columbus 2; Mineapolis 7.
Louisville 5; Kansas City 4.
Indianapolis 1; Milwaukee 2.
Toledo 3; St. Paul 18.
Pacific Coast League.
Los Angeles 2; Sacramento 1.
San Francisco 3; Oakland 2.

I
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a dz

Save 1 dz wrappers from our Oranges seed
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver 'Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every
flavor 15c.
getaoles.

ft.

day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
Everything the mai ket affords in ve

14

F. ANDREWS

4.

'

;

I

BASEBALL.

J

SPECIAL
SALE

LACES

4

EMBR01PER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

hle- have iust received our new Stock of this
-

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

CO

sf

j

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

TOMAS P. DELGADO Mgr.

'

Cru-Pow-

er

cio Crespin.
Among the documents i fell from grace and I want to be
filed was an old Spanish deed dating punished."
back to 1804 and which Deputy Clerk
With tears streaming from his eyes,
Sandoval now is studying.
j William
A. Riley known as the An- If your house needs cleaning phone tlhony Comstock of Loveland
and,
us and we will do the rest. S. F. Wa- - where he was city marshal, made this
statement in court when he appeared
ter & Light Co.
to be sentenced on a plea of guilty
to improper conduct with Mary HolFOR SALE L. C. Smith Typewrit-!er- .
16 years old.
New. $75.00, today, 124 Monte- - lenbeak,
E. Garrigues sentenced him
J.
Judge
zuma Ave., Kennedy house.
to a term of from three to five years
in the penitentiary.
If you want anything on earth try
Pleas for mercy in behalf of the eldj a New Mexican
Want Ad.
er man, who made unprotected girls

Una I ILAbb

corrick's hack line

sa

HACK SERVICE

Buggies and Saddle Horses

3;

Portland

1.

Southern League.
Montgomery 1, 0; Birmingham
Atlanta 2; Memphis 0.
Mobile 4; New Orleans 2.

0, 10.

WILL GO AFTER GRASS
HOPPERS WITH PARIS GREEN.
Colorado Farmers Desperate Over
Depredations of Insect Pests and
Hold Mass Meeting.
Fort Morgan, Colo., June 29.
Alarmed by the rapid increase in the
number of grasshoppers and thoir de
vastation in the fields of small grain
and beets, forty of the leading farmers of the Fort Morgan district gath
ered at a mass meeting in the court
house to discuss means of ridding the
farms of the pests.
It was agreed that the best inetihod
is the scattering of a mixture of Paris
green, bran and molasses, and this
combination will be used freely by all
farmers. A committee was appointed
to get the county commissioners to
use the mixture along the highways
and to endeavor to get the railroad
companies to use it along their rights
of way. Leading farmers say that
with prompt and effective action the
county can he cleared in ten days.
R. A. Chace, a director of the wesaY
ern stock show, said he had employed
tttis method with success. He said
he used one pound of Paris green to
100 pounds of bran, mixing it with
water to a consistency sufficient only
to make it "crawl" while a liberal
quantity of molasses was added to attract the hoppers.
Farmers of the Brush district also

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

I,

It
f
$

t"

h

have undertaken the scheme, an order
being received at the local mill today
for three carloads of bran for the
purpose of forming the mixture.

j

Stockholders'

National League.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.

!

satisfaction assured

Vernon

Meeting.

The regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the New Mexican
Printing Company will be held at the
office of the company in the city of
Santa Fe at 5:30 o'clock, p. m., on
Monday, July 11th, 1910. All stockholders will take notice and govern
themselves accordingly.

Cincinnati at Pittsburg.

American League.
Chicago at Detroit.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Pittsburg 6; St. Louis 4.
New York 9; Philadelphia 1.
Boston 9; Brooklyn 4.

k

,0
If

TV

JOHN K. STATJFFER,

Secretary & Treasurer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 28th,
1910.
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Before vou select vour summer wearables, look over thp
a AWth
API
DO THE BEST?" There can be but one answer
; BIG STORE, of course"
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PR0MPT AND SATISFACTORY
,S A P0INT WE NEVER 0VERL00K'

Pr"T

T

The Store
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Santa

Fe,

New Mexico.
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All the New Shades
"k Lmbroidered and Lace Hosiery, as well

pirtlU, Oil

m

For Fine Selection, High Grade Goods and Right

GO

1

Serviceable Nainsook and Fmbrm'rWv
new line of LADIES HOSIERY just in.

433
(jloves; Chamois (jloves m long
.
, ,
.,
ft- n.u
ana snort.,lengtns: oiik
uioves in ani,
colors and sizes. Kid Gloves in every
desirable shade and size: Also cotton Gloves.
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